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Preface: Organizational Profile

ARDEC has cradle-to-grave responsibility for its technologies and products throughout the product life cycle (Figure P.1-1) using its Systems Engineering Process (Figure 3.1-3). At phases, this responsibility is shared with government partners and industry suppliers. The phases of the Product Life Cycle Management include:

- **Concept Refinement and Technology Development (Tech Base)** is the phase during which new emerging armament technologies are explored. The most promising ideas are fed into the next phase.

### Figure P.1-1 Product Life Cycle Management

- **System Development and Demonstration** includes development, testing and review, leading to a major Army milestone called “Type Classification” which gives proof that an item meets the customer’s requirements and is ready to enter production.
- **Production** continues until it is established that the product can be produced and is ready for “Materiel Release.”
- **Deployment (Field Support)** is the phase in which the product is released to the field and to the Warfighter. During this phase, ARDEC continues to provide engineering support for changes and enhancements to the product as well as engineering the operational and logistical support.
- **Demilitarization** is the phase in which the stock is fully consumed or is deemed obsolete and disposed of.

ARDEC’s product life cycle is a part of the DoD acquisition framework, and overarching guidance is provided by DoD documents and DA regulations.

ARDEC’s services are delivered to customers through a team-based approach (primarily Integrated Product Teams (IPT)), with the team consisting of customer representatives, ARDEC employees, military program managers, and defense industry partners. Once specific programs are initiated, a Product or Project Manager (PM) is designated to manage the highly complex tasks involved in moving a new product or system through the phases shown in Figure P.1-1. This is a

---

**P.1 Organizational Description**

**P.1a Organizational Environment**

**P.1a(1) Main products and services:** ARDEC provides armaments research, development and engineering for a broad spectrum of armaments technologies and products. These include small, medium and large caliber weapons, guidance systems, explosives, warheads, propellants, ammunition and related support systems. ARDEC’s sophisticated products must communicate with a sophisticated network of other equipment on the battlefield and move and shoot upon near or remote command. These products are used by the Department of Defense’s (DoD’s) joint military services and the Department of Homeland Security.
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ARDEC is one of the primary organizations involved in this complex task of integrating Army systems.

P.1a(2) Organizational Culture: ARDEC has a customer-focused, team-based culture that is dedicated to achieving continuous improvement and innovation through integrated, best-in-class work system processes and practices. Leadership and employees are dedicated to our Purpose, Vision, Mission and Values. In addition, our leadership and employees are motivated by a deep sense of responsibility to the Warfighters, knowing that often their lives and the security of our nation depend upon the technology of the products we research, develop, and engineer.

Purpose: To provide battlefield supremacy for our Warfighters through “overmatch capabilities”

Vision: Innovative Armaments Solutions for Today and Tomorrow

Mission: To develop and maintain a worldclass workforce to execute and manage integrated life-cycle engineering processes required for the research, development, production, field support and demilitarization of munitions, weapons, fire control and associated items

Values: Accountability, Respect and Trust, Dynamic Leadership, Excellence, and Character

P.1a(3) Workforce Profile: ARDEC employs 2,971 civilians at one major site and other smaller sites as shown in Figure P.1-2. This Figure also indicates the percentage of workforce in each location. In addition, we currently have on-site contractor support of 336, which varies with need. ARDEC revenue is highly concentrated at the headquarters site at Picatinny Arsenal, New Jersey, which accounts for 89 percent of all revenue. Benet Labs at Watervliet, New York, accounts for another 8 percent of revenue. Other locations generate approximately 1 percent of revenue or less.

Figure P.1-2 Geographic Distribution of Workforce

At ARDEC headquarters, the civilian workforce is represented by two labor unions. Technical personnel (1,585) are represented by the International Federation of Professional and Technical Engineers. Administrative and non-technical personnel (905) are represented by the American Federation of Government Employees. At Watervliet, the NFFE Local 2109 union represents 95 personnel. The unions have exclusive recognition for all non-management employees whether or not the employees join and pay dues.

Engineers and scientists are over 66 percent of our workforce. Other job categories include business and administrative, clerical and technician classifications. ARDEC boasts a highly educated workforce with 50 Doctoral degrees, 680 Masters-level degrees (with over 360 in process), and 1,650 BS degrees. All but 7 of the rest have high school or GED. Because of a long hiring freeze from 1991-1999, ARDEC has been hiring aggressively. Currently, about 45 percent of our engineers and scientists have been hired since 1999. Of these, 22 percent are female (almost twice the national rate for engineers and scientists), and 21.5 percent are from minority groups. These new employees make up ARDEC’s future, and we make intense efforts to train, retain and monitor their progress. Therefore, we segment quarterly employee surveys to highlight new hire (intern) responses. Approximately 21 percent of our entire workforce comes from minority groups (Asian – 12.2 percent, Black – 3.5 percent, Hispanic – 5.3 percent, Other – <1 percent).

Less than 2 percent of our workforce has jobs with health or safety requirements which are related to such things as lifting specified weights or acquiring special licenses/certifications required for their jobs, especially those associated with the handling of explosives.

The key requirements and expectations of our key employee segments of interns and non interns are shown in Figure P.1-4. Key benefits are shown in 5.2b(2).

P.1a(4) Major Facilities, Technologies and Equipment: A summary of ARDEC facilities, technologies and equipment is shown in Figure P.1-3.

P.1a(5) Regulatory Environment: As a federal organization, ARDEC operates within a highly regulated framework. This includes the DoD acquisition process, the Federal Code, OSHA and EPA. Within this regulatory environment, we undergo both internal and external audits to ensure compliance (1.2a(1) and Figures 7.6-4 and 7.6-5). While numerous regulations have bureaucratic potential to hamper productivity and innovation, ARDEC is recognized for its ability to balance regulatory compliance while providing technically advanced, rapid and cost-effective innovative solutions to our customers.

P.1b Organizational Relationships

P.1b(1) Organizational Structure and Governance System: ARDEC is an organization under the DA. ARDEC exists within a complex political governance system and reporting chain (see ARDEC Org. Chart 2 in the Eligibility Forms). New U.S. Presidents, members of Congress, and Heads of Cabinets often drive dramatic changes in military policy, and our immediate chain of command may change frequently. ARDEC currently reports to the Army’s Research,
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US Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center (RDECOM), a consolidated group responsible for all R&D centers within the Army Materiel Command (AMC).

Development and Engineering Command (DECOM), a consolidated group responsible for all R&D centers within the Army Materiel Command (AMC).

## Major Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warheads – Explosively Formed Penetrators &amp; Shape Charges</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Battlefield Sensors</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energetics &amp; Propellants</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small, Medium and Large Caliber Arms</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Technologies</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directed Energy (DE)</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure P.1-3 Technologies, Facilities and Equipment

Internally, ARDEC is headed by a civilian Director and a military Deputy Director who are responsible for all aspects of the organization. They are assisted by a key staff of direct reports (Tier 2) as shown in ARDEC Org. Chart 1. Rather than a traditional Board of Directors, ARDEC has a Senior Leadership Board (1.1a(1)) and receives guidance from our external chain of command.

#### P.1b(2) Customer Segments and Requirements: ARDEC segments customers into two groups: Army and non-Army. Non-Army may include other members of the joint military services as well as non-military groups. Our broader armaments markets are classified as either existing or new/emerging. All customer groups expect that ARDEC meets or exceeds similar requirements of cost, schedule and performance. There is limited variation in the priority of the requirements between segments. See Figure P.1-4.

#### P.1b(3, 4) Suppliers and Partners: ARDEC has two key categories of suppliers: private industry and government suppliers. Private industry provides engineering services and technical expertise to supplement our core competencies. Government suppliers provide operating support, including infrastructure, information technology, planning guidance, personnel (civilian and military), and acquisition. Suppliers add value to our IPT throughout the life cycle engineering phases. This value includes intellectual contribution through innovative joint science exploration and knowledge sharing, provision of and access to equipment and facilities outside ARDEC, peer validation of our internal scientific discovery, and expansion of ARDEC relationships through external contact networking and referrals.

ARDEC partners with a wide variety of organizations including industry, academia and other government organizations to leverage and accelerate technology and research opportunities. ARDEC has an active technology transfer program, and leverages technology and resources from industry and academia with strategic partnerships. ARDEC was designated as the Army’s benchmark for Technology Transition by the Army Audit Agency. For example, ARDEC is active in over 140 Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs). These partnering agreements enable outside partners to pay to collaborate with ARDEC to perform mutually beneficial work in a teaming environment, sharing resources such as employees, facilities and equipment.

We communicate with suppliers and partners in an ongoing manner through IPTs, one-on-one interaction, in writing, and through boards, councils and teams, as appropriate. These groups are one of the targets considered in our ARDEC Strategic Communications Plan.

### P.2 Organizational Challenges

#### P.2a Competitive Environment

#### P.2a(1) Competitive Position: ARDEC provides 90 percent of the Army’s suite of armaments. As an armaments systems integrator across the full acquisition product life cycle phases, ARDEC has no single counterpart in the world. Our position in the armaments community is demonstrated by our dominance in winning the Army’s Large R&D Laboratory of the Year award for four out of the last eight years and winning 11 of the 40 Army’s 10 Greatest Invention Awards in the past
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The competitors we target are armament developers that supply our enemies. In this arena, we are committed to equipping our forces with superior armaments. We do not want our Warfighters in a fair fight. Our goal is to provide overmatch capability, enabling the Warfighter to detect, engage, and defeat threats exponentially faster and more accurately than the enemy. ARDEC’s products and designs are considered to be the ones against which all other armaments in the world are evaluated (Figures 7.1-1 to -7).

ARDEC has relationships with many defense contractors, allied foreign governments and DoD organizations that are cooperatively competitive. Many of these organizations, which would be considered competitors by traditional standards, have partnered and collaborated with ARDEC to leverage resources and expedite technology advancement. While collaborating on projects for mutual benefit, ARDEC is often in competition with these same organizations for funding that is becoming even more constrained. ARDEC’s revenues continue to increase (Figure 7.3-1) as a direct result of our Enterprise Excellence initiative, including our Strategic Management System (SMS, Figure 2.1-2).

P.2a(2) Principal/Critical Success Factors: Our principal success factors and key changes are listed in Figure P.2-1. Our key changes are in direct response to the changing military strategy brought about by the events of 9/11/2001, the current war, and the need to rapidly develop and release new and improved technologies to the field. The ARDEC Strategic Plan (Figure 2.1-1) aligns our strategic challenges, key changes, principal success factors and business advantages to ensure high performance within the SMS (Figure 2.1-3).

P.2a(3) Comparative/Competitive Data: Because of a shrinking, finite budget, most organizations do not readily share competitive and comparative information. Nor do the small number of non-DoD companies in the field. According to Results by Design, a third-party benchmark consultant, “Companies have refused to participate without highly protective confidentiality contracts. This hesitation, because of the highly competitive environment, greatly reduces ARDEC’s ability to easily obtain actionable comparative data.” Our Foreign Intelligence Office gathers highly classified information about enemy capability. However, for less sensitive information, ARDEC works diligently to obtain competitive and comparative data and actively benchmarks against best-in-class organizations with similar processes from outside the industry. Key personnel from throughout ARDEC, including the Director and Deputy Director, regularly participate in APQC and other benchmarking visits and activities.

P.2b Strategic Context: ARDEC’s key business, operational, and human resource strategic challenges and advantages are shown in Figure P.2-1. Those associated with organizational sustainability are noted in the Figure.

P.2c Performance Improvement System: ARDEC leverages our integrated work system to coordinate our external resources and internal systems (Figure 6.1-1). ARDEC has used the Baldrige Criteria as our management

---

### Table: Key Stakesholders and Expectations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Stakeholders</th>
<th>Expectation(s)</th>
<th>Key Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elected Officials/Taxpayers</td>
<td>Keep the US safe</td>
<td>Superior Armaments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good stewardship of taxpayers’ money</td>
<td>Performance (P), Low Cost (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key communities</td>
<td>Environmentally sensitive and safety conscious</td>
<td>Performance (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active in local communities</td>
<td>Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Address Safety and Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Outreach to Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Branch/DoD</td>
<td>Make best use of dollars budgeted</td>
<td>Low Cost (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warfighter</td>
<td>Provide the best armaments in the world that are available when needed</td>
<td>Superior Armaments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Performance (P), On or Ahead of Schedule (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers (All)</td>
<td>Produce high quality products within cost and on schedule</td>
<td>Superior Armaments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Performance (P), Cost (C), Schedule (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees -All</td>
<td>Advancement potential; professional development; leadership opportunities; stimulating workplace</td>
<td>Livable wages; safe working conditions; good benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ability to work toward advanced degrees</td>
<td>Superior Armaments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Performance (P), On or Ahead of Schedule (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Interns</td>
<td>Convenient training on post</td>
<td>Ability to work toward advanced degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partners/ Collaborators</td>
<td>Mutual Benefit</td>
<td>Superior Performance (P), Within or Lower than Cost (C), On or Ahead of Schedule (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Private Industry</td>
<td>High quality, lowest cost, on time or ahead of schedule</td>
<td>Performance (P), Cost (C), Schedule (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppliers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Performance (P), Low Cost (C), Schedule (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Government</td>
<td></td>
<td>Performance (P), Low Cost (C), Schedule (S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure P.1-4 Stakeholder Groups/Requirements**

four years (sometimes referred to as the “Soldier’s Choice” award since winners are selected by Soldiers). While we consider the entities we work with outside the DoD to be partners, we consider those within the DoD to be collaborators. ARDEC is the only RDEC to have won Army and DoD’s highest Baldrige-based awards. In FY05, ARDEC was recognized for outstanding collaboration by receiving the 2005 Collaboration Team of the Year in the 2005 R&D Lab of the Year competition and has been nominated for an unprecedented three collaboration awards in 2006.
framework for more than a decade which is shown at the very top of our internal system. Each criteria area has a leadership champion who is responsible for analysis of feedback, criteria changes and driving performance improvement. These champions work closely together in our Leadership System (Figure 1.1-1) toward a shared vision and strategies set forth in our strategic planning process (Figure 2.1-1) which is measured by both the Strategic Management System (Figure 2.1-2) in Strategic Workout Sessions and other review forums shown in Figure 1.1-3. This includes Monthly ARDEC Project Report (MAPR) reviews at Tiers 1, 2 and 3. This lets us understand where we stand at all times. We use quantitative, meaningful metrics in an objective manner to measure progress toward meeting organizational goals and objectives.

At the top of the “Key Work Processes” (Figure 6.1-1) is deployment of Enterprise Excellence (EE). To institutionalize innovation and continuous improvement, in 2005 ARDEC implemented its EE System which, consistent with our work system, uses the Baldrige Criteria as the overall management framework of our a Quality Management System (QMS). EE integrates best practice standards such as Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) and ISO 9001, Voice of the Customer (VOC) and Lean Six Sigma (LSS). Although these practices/processes have been utilized by ARDEC for up to a decade, EE has enabled ARDEC to transition from islands of improvement to fully integrated improvements which greatly increases the benefit. Throughout this application as LSS, VOC and CMMI are mentioned, it is important to understand they are each components of the integration within EE. Inherent within EE is the ‘quest for the best’ which drives ARDEC to be a learning organization that learns from others, seeks best-in-class and drives improvement throughout ARDEC from this learning (Figure 6.2-1). Figures 7.4a, b, c show the depth and breath of our LSS results.

ARDEC has focused on ingraining LSS within our culture since it is the ‘improvement engine’ of EE. With over a third of our workforce trained in LSS, the way we learn and improve is so tightly integrated with our life cycle engineering process, it is impossible to separate the two (Figure 6.2-1).

EE has enabled us to transition from a traditional product center-based organizational structure to an integrated, “continuously measurable improvement” process capability and competency-based organization as shown in Figure 6.1-2. In addition, EE directly supports our four strategies (“Ways”) as shown in Figure 2.1-2 and a Principal Success Factor (Figure P.2-1) of “Providing Best Value”. EE is not a series of programs or special projects to be completed by a minority of the workforce. Its intent is to institutionalize the Baldrige framework and equip all employees with an understanding of tools and methodologies to be used each workday as second nature. It is the way we think and do business.

The “foundation” of our internal system (Figure 6.1-1) is our culture which is customer driven, team-based and focused on continuous improvement. Our internal system, through the integration with the coordination methods to the external resources, ensures that improvements are integrated across our entire work system.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Challenges</th>
<th>Principal/Critical Success Factors</th>
<th>Key Changes that Effect Competitive Situation</th>
<th>Business Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Technology – Balance current &amp; future customer need with innovative technology to become the recognized leader in Armaments technology innovation by providing exceptional customer satisfaction through execution of our life cycle mission. (S) [“End” AR 1.0]</td>
<td>Providing Best Value - Provider of choice through a customer value proposition based on the lower costs, rapid cycle times, and superior performance. (S) [“End” AR 2.0 &amp; AR 3.0]</td>
<td>Spiral Development - Changing face of the enemy and battlefield balance against Army transformation plans and multi-service/ multi-national requirements, forcing concurrent development of solutions for today and tomorrow. (S) [“End” AR 1.0]</td>
<td>Armaments Expertise - Depth and breadth of Armaments expertise as a core competency. (S) [“End” AR 4.0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources – Balanced alignment of diverse workforce, facilities/ equipment &amp; knowledge management to achieve flexibility &amp; agility throughout ARDEC to meet short-term and long-term business objectives. (S) [“End” AR 4.0]</td>
<td>Enterprise Excellence - A culture of Enterprise Excellence using best-in-class processes/practices with a focus on continuous improvement, effectiveness and efficiency. (S) [“End” AR 3.0]</td>
<td>Geopolitical - Operations tempo in theater, constrained defense budget. [“End” AR 1.0]</td>
<td>Culture - Culture which is team-based, customer driven and has integrated best-in-class processes / practices. (S) [“End” AR 4.0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People - A diverse, stable, growing workforce who is highly educated, adept in our current and projected needs and whose capabilities are enhanced through use of state-of-the art facilities. (S) [“End” AR 4.0]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Workforce Age Gap – Need to transfer knowledge from employees at/near retirement age to newer employees. (S) [“End” AR 4.0]</td>
<td>Innovation - Innovation in technology solutions and human capital. (S) [“End” AR 1.0]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure P.2-1 Key Challenges, Success Factors, Changes, and Advantages are aligned with the Strategic Plan and “Ends” on Strategic Management System Map (Figure 2.1-2)
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1 Leadership

During a period of major changes in world events, military strategy and Department of the Army (DA) organizational structure, the senior leaders of the US Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center (ARDEC) have propelled the organization to new levels of innovation in products and product development, organizational structure, processes and process management, and workforce engagement. Our goal is to create the most competitive enterprise for providing our nation with cutting-edge armament technology solutions. Since 2001, the senior leadership has strategically implemented:

- Product and technology development methodologies and collaborative efforts with other entities that have resulted in a rapid cycle of discovery, development and production to deliver innovative, world-class products
- A groundbreaking reorganization that is capability and competency based to streamline strategic decision making, marketing, development and standardized, unified processes
- Enterprise Excellence, a system under the Baldrige Criteria framework that institutionalizes innovation and continuous improvement through the integrated application of a Quality Management System (QMS), Voice of the Customer (VOC), and Lean Six Sigma (LSS)
- A Human Capital Management Office that is taking a strategic approach to talent acquisition and development

1.1 Senior Leadership

1.1a Vision and Values

1.1a(1) Set and Deploy Vision and Values: ARDEC is led by a civilian Director and a military Deputy Director (Tier 1). Reporting directly to them are Tier 2 leaders who include the heads of the following groups: Armaments Engineering & Technology Center, Armament Systems Integration Center, Enterprise Management, Quality Engineering and Systems Assurance, and Financial Management. Together, Tier 1 and Tier 2 leaders comprise the Senior Leadership Board (SLB). Tier 3 leaders are called Competency Directors.

Annually, as a part of the Strategic Planning Process (SPP) (2.1a), the SLB reviews our existing vision and values to determine whether adjustments or revisions are necessary. The determination is based on an Environmental Scan, Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis and other input gathered as a part of the SPP. Although the vision and values are firmly rooted in the Army core values and beliefs and thus remain relatively constant, we continually evaluate them in the context of the changing environment. For example, the events of 9/11/2001 and the changing face of war have escalated the need for joint military operations. This resulted in broadening ARDEC’s base of business and our vision from primarily serving the Army to increased support to all of America’s Warfighters. The new vision statement reflects this change – Innovative Armaments Solutions for Today and Tomorrow.

We deploy our vision and values to key suppliers, partners, customers, and other stakeholders through systems that are tailored to each group. Where appropriate, our key government suppliers are participants in the various management and communications forums (Figure 1.1-3) where they either have an opportunity to provide input during the confirmation/establishment of our vision and values or to gain information during the deployment phase. Many of our suppliers, partners, customers and other stakeholders participate in our Integrated Product Teams (IPT) and receive this information along with others in our workforce.

The Business Interface Office (BIO) is the focal point for ARDEC’s academic and industry partners, other government agencies, appropriate key stakeholders and customers. The BIO uses a “home-on-home” meeting that includes major customers, ARDEC senior leaders and ARDEC team members, during which, senior leaders discuss our vision and values so that customers understand our direction and provide feedback about their requirements.

In addition, our senior leaders regularly interact with government officials, both appointed and elected in order to understand potential changes in funding, requirements and operating environment. They also maintain close personal contact with numerous officials and key decision makers in the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Homeland Security who create strategies, allocate funding, manage acquisition programs, award contracts and evaluate performance in order to position ARDEC as a viable supplier of cutting-edge armaments products and services.

Our senior leaders’ role-model behaviors demonstrate commitment to ARDEC’s values of Accountability, Respect and Trust, Dynamic Leadership, Excellence and Character. They hold themselves personally accountable for the overall strategy and results of the organization, as measured in the Strategic Management System map (SMS, Figure 2.1-2), and also for many other aspects of operations. For example, under Enterprise Excellence, the Director and SLB are responsible and/or accountable for approving Organizational Standard PrH’Ises (OSP), approving processes and policies, documenting lessons learned, and reviewing progress and status with senior management. The SLB, as a cycle of refinement, also reviews the 40 top level projects rotationally on a weekly basis. In addition, the Director, Deputy Director and other senior leaders have earned LSS Black Belts and have led Black Belt projects. In fact, the Enterprise Excellence initiative was a Black Belt project of the Director and Deputy Director and instituted as a cycle of refinement. Senior leaders are committed to excellence and are actively involved in benchmarking with leading companies outside our industry. The Director, Deputy Director and other members of the SLB regularly participate in American Productivity and Quality Center (APQC) and other benchmarking activities and visits. Furthermore, the Director, Deputy Director and other members of the SLB consistently show respect and trust for others, support excellence in all endeavors and demonstrate the strong character that is a part of the ARDEC culture. This is demonstrated in senior leaders’ commitment and support of the inter-dependence of our organizational structure and their personal commitment to and reinforcement of Enterprise Excellence.
1.1a (2) Legal and Ethical Behavior: The senior leaders personally stress ethical behavior in Town Hall meetings and participate in the extensive training that 100 percent of the workforce completes on an annual basis (Figure 1.1-2). Following legal and ethical practices is a part of the culture and Governance System (Figure 1.2-1) at ARDEC which encompasses our entire Leadership System (Figure 1.1-1) and is highly regulated with severe penalties.

1.1a (3) Create a Sustainable Organization: Senior leaders help create a sustainable organization by taking a systematic approach to strategic planning, communication, alignment and execution, measurement and review, learning and sharing, and adjusting in a closed loop system to optimize performance all of which is supported by a dynamic Human Capital System as shown in Figure 1.1-1. This approach starts with their being proactive in gathering information and assessing external and internal factors that could impact the future of ARDEC. These factors include changes in military strategy, market changes, funding customer requirements, internal capabilities and competencies, performance and delivery of products. These and other fact-based data feed into the SPP, the budget planning process, the regeneration of the workforce, the transfer of knowledge, and the effective and efficient accomplishment of strategic objectives, which we call “Ends” (Figure 2.1-2).

Senior leaders commit time and energy to all aspects of SPP development and deployment to ensure that ARDEC is setting and meeting the right objectives in the right way at the right time with the right people. To advance our commitment to performance excellence and performance improvement, the Director and Deputy Director personally developed the Enterprise Excellence (EE) system as their Black Belt project. EE integrates best practices and amplifies effectiveness to assure that ARDEC accomplishes our mission and strategic objectives. It is a role-model example of the integration of a Quality Management System (QMS), Voice of the Customer (VOC), LSS, all under the umbrella of the Baldrige Criteria. The QMS utilizes our Strategic
Management System map (Figure 2.1-1) that assists leaders in driving our organization toward the accomplishment of our mission and strategic objectives, which we call “Ways/Strategies” and “Ends,” through goal setting, performance measurement and performance review and evaluation. Our strategies emphasize innovation, agility, performance improvement and organization and workforce learning. Senior leaders review fact-based progress against these Ends on a quarterly basis and initiate action steps to make corrections as necessary.

Succession planning and the development of future leaders at ARDEC have been through several cycles of refinement. As a government enterprise, ARDEC must comply with Office of Personnel Management rules that prohibit pre-selection of an individual employee for a specific job. Labor union agreements must also be honored that ensure interested and qualified employees are given fair consideration for opportunities for promotion. Following these guidelines, ARDEC developed and used a variety of succession planning approaches. Previously, each Tier 2 organization conducted its own employee development program, using techniques such as mentoring and fellowship programs designed to give employees broader job experiences and skills to prepare them for future assignments. In 2004, as part of the FY05-09 SPP, the Director recognized through gap analysis the need for improving current approaches to succession planning and for developing a cohesive, enterprise-wide program. He initiated and led the development of an overarching Leadership Development Plan (5.1b(2)), with succession planning a key component. A Six Sigma Black Belt team, built upon best practices identified through an APQC benchmark study and developed a framework for succession planning and management. The first pilot of the program was successfully conducted in Financial Management. After refinement, two additional pilots were conducted successfully. A control plan is in place to measure organizational performance and to monitor, assess and improve the process. Several phases are scheduled with full implementation to occur by October 1, 2008. Senior leaders teach classes, provide mentoring and have clear line of sight to individuals participating in the succession plan (5.1b4).

1.1b Communication and Organizational Performance

1.1b(1) Communications: The ARDEC Strategic Communication Plan identifies both internal and external communication objectives, audiences and initiatives. Key audiences addressed in the plan include the workforce, existing and potential customers, the scientific and engineering community, suppliers and partners, the regional community and the Warfighter.

ARDEC senior leadership uses a variety of forums and media to communicate with the entire workforce. A summary of these is included in Figure 1.1-3.

In FY06 as a cycle of learning to enhance communication, our Director personally began conducting multiple quarterly Town Hall meetings to reach the entire workforce at all locations. The objectives of these meetings are to convey information, get direct feedback, answer questions and encourage frank two-way communication about the topics discussed. Employees can ask questions directly or submit questions through email. All email questions and questions that cannot be answered immediately are collected. An email answer is sent directly to the person asking the question, and where appropriate, a summary of all unanswered and email questions and the answers is emailed to the entire workforce following the meeting. The summary is also posted on the Oracle Collaboration Suite (OCS) for reference. Employees are encouraged to propose topics for Town Hall meetings so the Director can discuss issues of interest to the workforce.

ARDEC employs a cascading communications approach to ensure that key decisions and information are deployed throughout the organization. Information sharing may begin at a management-level meeting and then continue to be communicated through the organization. For example, at the conclusion of ARDEC staff meetings, minutes are posted to the OCS so the entire workforce can personally access the information. Then, subordinate levels of the organization hold their own staff meetings to discuss the topics in more depth based on information and talking points provided.

Strategic Workout Sessions (SWS) are quarterly meetings conducted by senior leaders for strategic review of performance of the SMS. In these working sessions, senior leaders and appropriate members of the workforce report on action plan results, analyze key metrics, develop counter measures, if needed, evaluate performance against strategic objectives, discuss roadblocks to success, and propose new or suggest revisions to action plans to ensure performance. The Director regularly shows and discusses the enterprise-level and center-level SMS maps at Town Hall sessions so employees clearly understand how their work supports our organizational strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Goal/Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspector General (IG) Audits and Investigations</td>
<td>Audits and Investigations performed when possible ethics violations are suspected</td>
<td>Zero ethics violations from IG audits and investigations (Figure 7.6-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Card Abuse</td>
<td>All employees credit card use monitored for possible abuse or unethical use</td>
<td>Zero abuse or ethics violations (Figure 7.6-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards of Conduct Training</td>
<td>New employee orientation</td>
<td>Zero ethics violations through training (Results: 100% compliance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Review Audits</td>
<td>Audits randomly performed as a check and balance for possible ethics violations</td>
<td>Zero ethics breaches (Figure 7.6-4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.1-2 Legal and Regulatory Processes
Other methods of workforce communication include a bi-weekly internal newspaper, “The Voice,” posters, tri-fold brochures, pocket cards, email, closed-circuit TV, the ARDEC intranet and the Picatinny web site.

Recognizing and rewarding employees for high performance is an important role for ARDEC senior leaders. Senior leaders personally recognize and reward individuals and teams to reinforce high performance and a customer and business focus. Many awards are presented by senior leaders during ARDEC staff meetings and Town Hall sessions. Special award and recognition events are scheduled so that senior leaders can acknowledge teams for outstanding accomplishments, such as obtaining Type Classification or Materiel Release milestones (P.1-1). Senior leaders also participate in an annual awards ceremony and luncheon hosted by the local chapter of the National Defense Industrial Association that is attended by various military and political dignitaries, customer personnel and local leaders.

2007 marks the twentieth year ARDEC has sponsored an annual Team Tournament competition and ceremony. Teams are judged based on the processes used and the results obtained. For example, the judges – who include a cross-section of ARDEC employees – consider factors such as whether or not the team received training as a team, utilized team-building exercises, met regularly, encouraged innovation, understood customer needs and standardized improvements. Results may include exceeding Cost/Schedule/Performance (CSP) goals; savings in funds, manpower or time; increases in productivity or quality; beneficial long-term implications; and benefits to other activities, agencies or organizations. The Director recognizes the winners in a ceremony open to the entire workforce.

Senior leaders also participate in team and individual recognition for patent awards, presentations and publications that highlight ARDEC’s achievements in innovation. For example, in February 2006, 17 employees were recognized with Army R&D awards. Their accomplishments significantly advanced ARDEC’s capabilities and contributed to our national defense. The ARDEC Director and the Commander of the Research, Development and Engineering Command (RDECOM) personally participated in the awards ceremony. This ceremony was open to the entire workforce and was broadcast to employees not at ARDEC headquarters.

1.1b(2) Create a Focus on Action and Performance: From 2003 to 2006, ARDEC replaced its previously used dashboard with over 125 measures with a Balanced Scorecard to focus actions on the organization’s objectives, to improve performance and to attain its mission and realize its vision. Fifteen objectives with approximately thirty measures were carefully tracked and reviewed quarterly. If measures indicated that expected performance was not being obtained, action plans were developed by the appropriate organization to resolve the issue.

Based on a cycle of learning that indicated senior leaders, Competency Directors, ARDEC Project Officers and others require a tool that is more actionable, provides better line of sight into resources and is more focused on critical success factors, in FY07, as another refinement, ARDEC developed a new map within the ARDEC Strategic Management System (SMS) (Figure 2.1-2). The SMS map is based on ARDEC’s Mission and Vision, with a foundation in Innovation. It takes a “Means,” “Ways,” and “Ends” approach to planning, deploying, measuring, evaluating and improving in order to reach our strategies (“Ends”). Each of our four “Ends” has a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication Forums</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Chair/Owner</th>
<th>Attendees</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senior Leadership Board (SLB)</td>
<td>Decision/Strategic</td>
<td>Director/Deputy Director</td>
<td>Tier 1,2 Leaders</td>
<td>Bi-weekly</td>
<td>Make Enterprise Decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Workout Sessions (SWS)</td>
<td>Decision/Information/Strategic</td>
<td>Director/Deputy Director</td>
<td>Tier 1, 2, 3 Leaders</td>
<td>4 times a year</td>
<td>Strategic Performance Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town Hall Meetings</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>All ARDEC employees</td>
<td>4 times a year</td>
<td>Director discusses issues of importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARDEC Investment Panel (AIP)</td>
<td>Decision/Tactical/Operational</td>
<td>Portfolio Management</td>
<td>One person from each Tier 2 organization</td>
<td>As needed</td>
<td>Assures strategic alignment of resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1,2,3 Project Reviews</td>
<td>Information/Operational</td>
<td>ASIC Leadership/Project Integration Office (PIO)</td>
<td>Varies with level</td>
<td>Weekly or more frequent</td>
<td>Cost-Schedule-Performance Reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARDEC Staff Meetings</td>
<td>Information/Operational</td>
<td>Director/Deputy Director</td>
<td>Tier 1,2,3 Leaders</td>
<td>Bi-weekly</td>
<td>Sharing of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-on-One Reviews</td>
<td>Decision/Information</td>
<td>Director/Deputy Director</td>
<td>Tier 1,2 Leaders</td>
<td>4 times a year</td>
<td>Organizational Performance Review</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.1-3 ARDEC communicates and shares organizational performance, analysis and learning via a network of forums.
senior leader champion who is responsible for driving the strategic intent of their “End.” Quarterly in the SWS, the champions discuss recent results against the action plans toward their “End” through analysis of the initiatives and measures (Figure 2.1-3) associated with their “Ways” along with resources (“Means”). In addition, senior leaders participate weekly in Level 1 project reviews of CSP (4.1(1)).

Senior leaders include a focus on creating and balancing value for customers and other stakeholders by meeting the goals and measures established for our “Ends” of “Be a Leader in Armaments Technology Innovation” and “Exceptional Customer Satisfaction through Execution of Life Cycle Mission.”

1.2 Governance and Social Responsibility

1.2a Organizational Governance

1.2a(1) Governance System: ARDEC’s Governance System is shown in Figure 1.2-1.

![ARDEC Governance System Diagram]

**Figure 1.2-1 ARDEC Governance System**

ARDEC’s Governance System, which encompasses our entire Leadership System (Figure 1.1-1), is directed by federal laws, regulations and policies that have been developed to ensure ethical business practices and accountability. To ensure our adherence to all these laws, regulations and policies, ARDEC utilizes a Manager’s Internal Controls (MIC) process that includes education and dissemination of information, the availability of advice from professionals (center box), measures to assure compliance, and methods to correct and/or improve any deficiencies.

The Government has a statutory requirement that every level of management report on the effectiveness of management accountability to ensure assigned program results, goals and objectives are met, authorized resources are used consistently with mission requirements, properly recorded and accounted for against waste, fraud, loss, unauthorized use, misappropriation and mismanagement. The process of developing this report starts at the lowest level of management and rolls up to the Director. Each year, the Director must sign this Annual Assurance Statement and forward to HQ. If any deficiencies are reported, the Director must state what corrective actions are being taken. ARDEC, in its never ending pursuit of continuous improvement and visibility of its operations, uses the process to test and improve controls as they support the accomplishment of the Mission and the stewardship of its resources. Within the past six years, only one material weakness was reported.

Other methods of semi-independent evaluation that are internal within ARDEC are the Inspector General (IG) and the Internal Review and Audit Compliance (IRAC) offices (Figures 7.6-4, -5). These offices, which report to the Director and Deputy Director to ensure objectivity and independence, conduct internal audits and oversee external audits. IG inspections and Congressional inquiries are conducted to determine the efficiency and effectiveness of ARDEC operations and to investigate potential mismanagement, fraud, waste, and abuse of power or privileges. Our Risk Management Process provides transparency in operations by requiring managers to complete financial disclosures on an annual basis. The Legal office reviews these disclosures to determine potential conflicts between public responsibilities and private interests and/or activities.

1.2a(2) Evaluating Performance of Senior Leaders: Senior leaders, including the Director and Deputy Director, are evaluated using a comprehensive performance appraisal system, with ratings based on performance against objectives in several categories including Customer Relations and Leadership/Supervision. These performance objectives are also tied to the achievement of organizational goals and strategies developed through the Strategic Plan.

An employee survey that tracks perceptions of leadership performance and our quarterly customer survey that includes a category for Management Involvement provide a numerical score with commentary about the performance of top-tier leaders which is feeder information for overall performance evaluation of leaders at all Tiers of ARDEC.

The Commander of RDECOM performs the performance appraisal of the Director, and is the senior rater of the Deputy Director. The ARDEC Director rates the Deputy Director. Tier 2 leaders performance evaluations are conducted by the Director and Deputy Director.

ARDEC senior leadership and selected employees have been participating in a pilot study of a pay-for-performance system that will be expanded to include all employees.

1.2b Legal and Ethical Behavior

1.2b(1) Adverse Impacts on Society: Because ARDEC operations involve explosives, propellants, corrosives, and firing weapons, we place high emphasis on any potential impact on society and the safety of our workforce. Our compliance with regulatory mandates is provided by our government supplier using a two-prong approach:

- Safety and environmental checklists are required and strictly enforced at all levels of leadership for all on-site physical activities
- Environmental impact statements are required for both on and off installation activities.

With these measures in place, ARDEC can ensure that the impact to our environment has been thoroughly evaluated and
all issues mitigated before any physical activity begins. Processes to address product risks are shown in Figure 1.2-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase (Figure P.1-1)</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Goal/Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Evaluation and assessment of all possible safety and environmental hazards in the development phase of the Life-Cycle Engineering Process</td>
<td>Minimize preventable safety and environmental risks and their associated remedial costs through design considerations and modeling/simulation analysis (Figure 7.1-9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type Classification (TC)</td>
<td>Decision to enter production includes checklist addressing all safety and environmental risk issues and documents their resolution</td>
<td>Prevent, eliminate or control all product risks found in the development phase and meet (Results: 100% compliance since inception with all safety and environmental regulations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>Actual product inspection and lot acceptance testing</td>
<td>Ensure products are meeting all safety criteria and regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Release (MR)</td>
<td>Certification of safety and environmental plan considerations and acceptance of risks</td>
<td>Decision to field products to Warfighter and 100% compliance with all safety and environmental regulations (Results: 100% since inception of the MR process)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Support</td>
<td>Successful malfunction investigations, red team analyses and engineering design changes for safety problems uncovered in the post production environment</td>
<td>Safety/Environmental re-designs or assessments if required to eliminate residual problems or risks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.2-2 Processes Addressing Product Risk**

Similar procedures are in place to monitor safety measures. Hazardous work is subject to a Safety Impact Checklist. In addition, Operating Procedures are established by ARDEC and verified by the Safety Office (government supplier) which require approval authority signatures. These procedures and processes keep our accident rate significantly lower than the OSHA Industrial Manufacturing rate even though we work with energetics and explosives.

ARDEC takes a proactive approach to anticipating and alleviating public concerns in the surrounding communities about our current and future services and operations. We hold public meetings with government officials and “mayors’ councils” to listen, learn, and address citizen concerns about safety and the environment. Twenty years ago, we received over 100 complaints per year due to unannounced tests resulting in explosions. Now, we provide advance public notice of noise, smoke, and other events to keep our neighbors informed and to reduce concerns. As a result of our efforts, we have significantly reduced complaints. We reduced that number to about 20 per year within 10 years, and today the number is 10 or less per year even with a significant increase in testing over the last three years.

Other actions we take to reduce negative impact to both civilian and military communities include:

- Ensuring safe site selection and containment of explosive facilities operations
- Deploying rapid response teams to investigate accidents and mishaps on behalf of the military and involved communities
- Developing systems under the strictly enforced standards and requirements of both the Environmental and Safety Offices to safely identify, segregate, collect, sample, package, and dispose of radioactive and hazardous waste
- Working closely with other federal labs and academia to learn about and conform to increasing concerns about environmental issues

**1.2b(2) Promoting Ethical Behavior:** Ethical behavior is a part of the culture at ARDEC, and we take in-depth measures to assure that our workforce knows and understands expected behavior and how to identify potential ethical issues. Standards of Conduct briefings are a part of new hire orientation, and they are conducted for all employees on an annual basis, with special emphasis on new and recurring issues. We also deliver this information through email notices to the entire workforce, with post-retirement counseling by the Legal Office, and through live presentations. In addition, we post Command Group responses to frequently asked questions. There is no way to ensure absolute compliance; however, the controls are in place and when violations occur, corrective action plans are implemented. Execution of plan is monitored at senior level until resolved.

The Legal Office monitors results of its preventative measures by number and type of inquiries submitted. This Office scrutinizes Financial Disclosure Reports, contracts, web sites, and customer documents for potential ethical issues. Any ethical issues and/or potential ethical violations that an attorney encounters when reviewing contracts and other documents during the course of normal legal review processes are escalated to senior ethics attorneys for consideration. If ethics violations are suspected, both the Legal Office and the IG Office coordinate with their corresponding offices at the higher headquarters to investigate them. Our processes, measures and goals for ethical behavior are shown in Figure 1.2.3 with results shown in Figure 7.6-1.

**1.2c Support of Key Communities**

While ARDEC has worked to improve relations for the last 20 years, as a cycle of learning we have significantly
expanded and refined our strategic role of community support since 2003. In May of 2003, senior leaders identified the need for a Public Responsibility report to measure community involvement. By FY05, this had evolved into a proactive planning approach that was evaluated by periodic management reviews. During that period, improvements in performance were clearly evident. Beginning with FY07, the Community Support Process (Figure 1.2-4) became a part of the SPP.

Our key communities include:
- The communities that surround our geographical locations, especially those near Picatinny Arsenal, N.J.
- The scientific and technical community
- Academia that are involved in scientific and technology issues
- Colleges, universities, high schools and middle schools that may supply our future technical workforce.

### Figure 1.2-3 Processes for Ensuring Ethical Behavior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Goal (Fig. 7.6-1, -2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARMY-wide e-mail notification of ethics violations</td>
<td>Examples of ethics violations, description of events, participants’ poor judgment/mistakes, and remedies taken</td>
<td>Avoidance of like ethics breaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Ethics Training</td>
<td>Refresher training and reinforcement of acceptable behavior and that which is to be avoided</td>
<td>Avoidance of ethics violations/contingency training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-process interviews</td>
<td>Education of retirees and those departing federal service as to situations and behavior to be avoided</td>
<td>Avoidance of ethics violations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultations</td>
<td>Advice provided on an individual basis regarding possible ethics breaches; e.g., participation in political campaigns and activities</td>
<td>Avoidance of ethics violations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards of Conduct Training</td>
<td>New employee orientation</td>
<td>Avoidance of ethics violations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract/Procurement Review Process</td>
<td>Review to ensure regulatory compliance</td>
<td>Avoidance of ethics violations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Disclosure Statements</td>
<td>To prevent employees in possible conflict of interest situations from taking Govt. action</td>
<td>Avoidance of release of sensitive information and avoidance of ethics violations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Disclosure Reports</td>
<td>Information to provide supervisors and Legal Dept. with ability to assess possible conflicts of financial interest</td>
<td>Avoidance of conflict of interest ethics violation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local e-mail notifications</td>
<td>To provide examples of local ethics policies and violations</td>
<td>Avoidance of similar ethics breaches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.2-4 Community Support Process

Senior leadership and the ARDEC workforce are committed to improving the community through involvement in community and business activities, charitable giving, volunteerism, support of education and technology transfers with New Jersey business and institutions of higher learning. Some examples of these efforts include:

- Senior leaders interface on a regular and ongoing basis with local communities, Morris County Chamber of Commerce, local governments and various organizations in terms of business partnerships, ceremonial opportunities and providing support as speakers when requested. In 2006, ARDEC leaders served as community speakers more than 40 times.
- Senior leaders and the workforce contributed nearly $230,000 to our annual charity drive, the Combined Federal Campaign (which is similar to United Way.) in 2006. Although ARDEC comprises only 14 percent of the Northern New Jersey Federal workforce in the 1000+ employee class, it gave 37 percent of the total contributions.
- Senior leaders and employees spent more than 20,000 hours in volunteer work in 2006, gave over 6,500 hours in Leave Transfer Donations, and donated nearly $16,000 to the Army Relief Fund.
- ARDEC conducts several community education initiatives such as a partnership with the Liberty Science Center, a Math and Science program, a Future Scientist Program, and the High School Tutoring Program.
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Category 2: Strategic Planning

2 Strategic Planning

The Army/ARDEC values and guiding principles provide ARDEC with a means of not only guiding our decision making, but also evaluating our operations, our planning, and our vision for the future. The US Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center (ARDEC) considers the Strategic Planning Process to be a cyclical, integrated ongoing effort that provides near- and far-term guidance and direction to enable ARDEC to meet the needs of the Warfighter today and in the future. ARDEC takes a fact-based three-phased approach, pre-planning, planning and post-planning, to developing the Strategic Plan and strategic objectives referred to as strategies. Once the strategic priorities are determined, ARDEC develops organizational plans, goals/targets and metrics and deploys the Strategic Plan throughout the organization. It closely measures performance at the organizational and individual level based on these initiatives, tasks and targets. ARDEC leaders manage by facts and make decisions that assure organizational success and sustainability through gathering, reviewing and analyzing data on a weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual basis, as appropriate.

Innovation and continuous improvement create the foundation for Strategy development and deployment.

2.1 Strategy Development

2.1a Strategy Development Process

2.1a(1, 2) Conduct Strategic Planning: ARDEC’s Strategic Planning Process (SPP) is outlined in Figure 2.1-1. As a cycle of learning, a cross-functional Strategic Planning Council, formed in FY07, has formulated a much more robust SPP which has been approved by the Senior Leadership Board (SLB). The improved process is more closely integrated within the Leadership System as noted in Figure 1.1-1. This process is a three-phased top-down/bottom-up effort to ensure we have gathered and analyzed all key factors that influence the planning and execution and to move us forward in achieving our Mission and realizing our Vision. Up to and including FY07, the Strategic Planning Team has been facilitated by a centralized business-oriented team. The process involves all of Tier 1, 2 and most of Tier 3 leaders with a few leaders of Tier 4 and 5 and select employees (1.1a). The Team receives intelligence from the Foreign Intelligence function, the Warfighter Central and Business Interface Offices and from matrixed employees and Customer Support Specialists who work closely with our customers. These employees provide us with a direct liaison to Joint Force and Army commands, as well as units and Warfighters in the combat zone. The diligence of the gathering and analysis of data by diverse groups helps us identify potential blind spots.

Step 1 through 3 in Figure 2.1-1 are the pre-planning phase. During these steps, the Strategic Planning Team conducts strategic assessment and analysis. An input into this phase is the Performance Action Plan Strategic Assessment Summary (Step 8). We identify and group mission inhibitors to develop a preliminary set of goals as the basis to move into the environmental scanning (E-Scan) and strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) analysis.

Based on this data, the team develops a set of goals. Next, using LSS tools of Voice of the Customer (VOC) and Stakeholder analysis, we identify stakeholders and their expectations to help us determine our critical success factors (Figure P.2-1). In addition, we review any current plans in place, such as plans from the Department of Defense (DoD), Department of Army (DA), Army Materiel Command (AMC), and the Research, Development and Engineering Command (RDECOM). Other actions include identifying research gaps in knowledge (potential blind spots), understanding risks, market intelligence, internal and external competitors, customer opinion and requirements. This data is gleaned from both internal and external sources.

We develop strength and weakness maps that differentiate between the current situation and the future. We conduct a SWOT analysis that, along with the other data analyses we’ve done, enables us to identify potential strategies for the planning period. We test our strategies by mapping trends, issues and problems to our goals. We also conduct a “what if” analysis and estimate resource requirements, timescales, benefits and risks. With this information, we can make fact-based decisions when prioritizing our strategies and developing a solutions matrix for our strategy priority maps.

Step 4 through 6 are the planning phase. The pre-planning activities empower senior leaders and other members of the Strategic Planning Team to set strategic priorities, define areas for improvement, identify planning constraints, provide budget guidance, and develop cross-cutting strategies and initiatives. This is framed in the Enterprise Strategic Management System (SMS) (Figure 2.1-2) through initiatives, tasks, metrics and action plans.

The Strategic Plan that is written, revised and approved provides a basis for the integration and alignment of all other plans and investments for ARDEC. Once approved, the Strategic Plan is communicated to the workforce through a series of cascading meetings, with print and electronic media as appropriate. The Director also discusses the Plan in quarterly Town Hall meetings.

Based on the Strategic Plan, the various Centers and Competency Directorates (CD) develop cascading SMS maps and Operation Plans (such as Financial, CD, Strategic Communication, IT, Strategic Human Capital, etc.) are finalized and ensure our ability to execute the Strategic Plan. Next, Action Plans are developed, prioritized and scheduled, and resources are allocated for the Action Plans.

In this phase, the entire integrated Strategic Plan, which includes Operation and Action plans and metrics, is fully deployed to the entire workforce, including remote sites. Again, this is accomplished through a series of cascading meetings in which the Plan is presented and discussed. In this way, every member of the workforce can understand how their actions are related to the strategies of ARDEC. Step 7 begins the post-planning phase. ARDEC systematically controls the plans, conducts formal reviews, re-plans, as necessary, and updates the Strategic Plan when changes are required. We track progress toward the Plan against targets, which are the quantitative goal for a specific metric during a particular reporting period. The target status and analysis provide an
assessments of the performance metrics, including a description of the expected outcome in terms of CSP. It also indicates whether or not resources have been correctly allocated.

Tier 1, 2 and 3 leaders attend quarterly Strategic Workout Sessions (SWS) to review the Enterprise SMS map. On a quarterly basis, Tier 2 leaders review the performance of Tier 3 maps as they also assess the performance to their Tier 2 SMS maps. Attendees capture top-down and bottom-up intelligence and ideas and analyze program performance as it compares to the written Plan. When measuring performance against the ARDEC Strategic Plan and the CD Plans, the groups assess:

- Balance between internal and external measures
- Balance between objective measures and subjective measures
- Balance between performance and drivers of future results.

In each meeting, the attendees capture and study lessons learned and decide whether or not deployment is on track with the Plans. If progress is tracking to Plan, attendees capture organizational best practices and continue learning and define new approaches to performance excellence. If progress is not tracking to Plan, the group performs situation analysis, highlights gaps in the measures, reaffirms or redefines external opportunities and threats, and identifies emergent strategies in order to determine the cause. If needed, new or revised priority issues, program suggestions and objectives are determined. Parameters may be redefined in order to better assess progress toward goals. The group may also make recommendations for adjustment to existing measures or for new measures.
If the situation requires it, Action Plans are developed that detail actions that must be taken to accomplish goals and objectives. The group determines how to remove barriers to implementation, and ARDEC-wide communication strategies are used to inform the workforce about how to implement the Action Plans.

Throughout the year, as shown in Step 8, ARDEC reviews goals and objectives, captures lessons learned, conducts trend analysis and evaluates prior-year goal performance, knowledge sharing and Baldrige feedback. All data is collected and used for revising the current Strategic Plan as necessary or as input to the next Strategic Planning Cycle. Step 8 also serves as the beginning of the next planning cycle.

Our short-term planning horizons are 1 and 3 years with a mid-term planning horizon of 5 years. These horizons were selected because they align with our Army budget cycle. Our new Strategic Planning Council meets at least monthly and has expanded the current planning horizon to include future – a 10-year + planning horizon. The council chose this horizon because it enables us to better position the organization for the future and ensure that we are agile and flexible enough to meet future needs. ARDEC is experiencing the faster pace required for armament development and must be able to react quickly with technology innovation.

ARDEC Strategic Planning Definitions:

**Ends**: Strategic objectives which we refer to as our four Inter-related Strategies.

**Ways**: Goals which are referred to as our Initiatives. These are desired outcomes whose successful coordination and implementation are usually the responsibility of a single staff or organization. Initiatives consist of multiple Tasks and usually support accomplishment of Strategies.

**Means**: Resources necessary to accomplish your Ends

**Tasks**: Our Activities. They produce outcomes. They must be completed successfully to accomplish an Initiative.

**Metric**: Description of what is measured, how often the measurement is taken, units of measurement and how metric will be assessed (target).

**Target**: Quantitative goal for a specific metric during a particular reporting period.

---

**Figure 2.1-2 ARDEC Strategic Management System Map**
We also must achieve continuous improvement with processes and systems to effectively adapt and anticipate future initiatives. In addition, the new SPP will be a more integrated planning process in which Human Capital, facilities and equipment, technology programs and projects and other resources are integrated within the SPP rather than planned separately.

In FY07, ARDEC aligned with higher headquarters and transitioned to the Strategic Management System (SMS) map (Figure 2.1-2). We believe the SMS is more actionable and more focused on our Critical Success Factors. Following the “Ends,” “Ways,” and “Means” construct ensures alignment with higher Command organizations. It is a one-page visual depiction of the ARDEC’s strategic direction, which we call our SMS, and provides an easy-to-understand overview of our Vision, Mission, strategies (“Ends”), Initiatives (“Ways”), and “Means” of accomplishing our initiatives. Underpinning all is “Innovation,” which is at the heart of the ARDEC strategy – innovation in not only our technology, but also in our management and business practices and processes within our ARDEC Work System (Figure 6.1-1) and as a core competency (Figure 6.1-2). EE institutionalizes innovation and threads through our Leadership System (Figure 1.1-1). It is the foundation upon which the SMS is built. The SMS includes initiatives, tasks, metrics, targets and action plans.

2.1b Strategic Objectives

2.1b(1) Strategic Objectives and Goals: Our Strategic Objectives, which we call strategies (“Ends”) and key Goals which we call initiatives (“Ways”) are shown in Figure 2.1-3. Our strategies are long-term objectives that we plan to achieve in the three-to-five year timeframe. Most goals are set on a one-to-three year timeframe, except for facilities which are planned on a five-year scope. 10 year horizons will be set for some goals starting in FY08 as an outcome of our newly improved and more robust FY07 SPP.

2.1b(2) Addressing Strategic Challenges and Advantages: ARDEC’s strategic challenges, principal success factors, changes, and key advantages are shown in Figure P.2-1. This is a key part of the information gathered in Step 1 of the SPP, analyzed and evaluated in Steps 3a, 3b and 3c, and used to develop strategies in Step 4 (2.1a(1,2)). In Figure P.2-1 our key challenges of “Innovative Technology” and “Resources” are aligned with our strategic objectives for meeting those challenges. In Figure 2.1-2, all four strategies are mapped against high-level action plans. Strategic and tactical initiatives, goals and measures are developed to support each strategic objective and high-level action plan. Figure 2.1-3 demonstrates our strategic objectives, strategic challenges, business advantages, key changes and key action plans.

Our strategies deal directly with opportunities for innovation in products and services, operations, and business models. We consider innovation to be the foundation of the entire Strategic Plan, and often initiatives contain action plans for innovation.

As a part of the SPP, we collect and analyze input from customers, suppliers, partners and collaborators to ensure we can execute our strategy to meet their requirements within our ARDEC Work System Integration (Figure 6.1-1). In addition, we look at one, three, five and ten year horizons to balance short-term and longer-term challenges and opportunities.

2.2 Strategy Deployment

2.2a Action Plan Development and Deployment

2.2a(1) Develop and Deploy Action Plans: ARDEC’s Action Plans flow directly from the strategic initiatives, tasks, metrics and targets and are shown in Step 5 of the SPP (Figure 2.1-1), “End” Champions (Tier 1 and 2 leaders who are responsible for achieving the “End”), working in concert with the Strategic Planning Council and analysts from the Strategic Management Planning Office, create detailed Action Plans for initiatives which includes measures and targets (Step 6). These plans include performance targets, resource requirements, and scheduled milestones. Senior leadership owns the strategies and there is a shared organizational responsibility in their execution. The senior leaders review the Center SMS maps to ensure support of the ARDEC corporate strategic agenda, identify any gaps, and provide any recommendations for unification. Initiative owners have a responsibility for oversight of the tasks/task owners and have a responsibility to alert the SLB when performance of their specified initiatives requires awareness and or direct senior leader intervention.

Action Plans are deployed as described in Step 7 of the SPP.

ARDEC Tier 1, 2 and 3 leaders meet on a quarterly basis for the SWS, a self-assessment of how well ARDEC is doing through SMS-based measures. This enables us to guide, monitor, control and identify areas for improvement. The SWS fosters decision making, progress review, and identification of relevant actions and initiatives. Efforts or measures which are divergent from planned goals or targets or that are at variance with newly changing external or customer requirements are analyzed, and deviations are recalibrated as appropriate. These efforts help ARDEC ensure that the key outcomes of Action Plans are sustainable.

2.2a(2) Ensure Adequate Resources: Financial capital, human capital and technology resources are initially allocated in Step 4 of the SPP and finalized for various Action Plans in Step 6. During ongoing analysis of Action Plans and measures by senior leaders, the Strategic Planning Council and initiative owners, ARDEC may identify variances or deviation in external or customer requirements that result in changes in plans. Based on this analysis and consideration of risk, a recalibration may be necessary. Champions or the appropriate level(s) of leadership may allocate additional resources or efforts may be stopped and resources redeployed elsewhere.

2.2a(3) Establish and Deploy Modified Action Plans: ARDEC operates in a highly dynamic environment which often requires the introduction of new products and services and/or a reprioritization of products and services. When these changes result in a variance or deviation from existing Action Plans, Tier 1, 2 and 3 leaders develop and/or modify and deploy new Action Plans along with goals, targets and
### Strategic Objectives (“Ends”) & Strategic Challenges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SC1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leader in Armaments Technology Innovation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SC1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| - Embed a technology innovation process  
- Build a technology portfolio  
- Create & grow innovators |
| **Key Action Plans** |
| 1) Determine Innovation “Profile”  
2) Test Pot. New Hires to “Profile”  
3) Determine “Profile” of existing workforce |
| **Key Changes, Business Advantages** |
| KC1  
KC2  
BA1  
BA3 |
| **Key Measure** |
| Growth in number of innovators  
(New – under development) |
| **Results** |
| New -Under Development |
| **Performance Projection FY08** |
| - 5% of E & S new hires meet innovation hiring criteria/profile;  
- 2% of veteran E&S also trained in innovation |
| **Performance Projection FY09** |
| 7% of E & S new hires meet innovation hiring criteria/profile;  
4% of veteran E&S also trained in innovation |
| **Performance Projection FY10** |
| 10% of E & S new hires meet innovation criteria/profile;  
8% of veteran E&S also trained in innovation |
| % of ARDEC S & T $ in DT |
| Figure 7.3-5 |
| X% of S&T $ |

**Legend:** Innovative Technology (SC1), Resources (SC2), Geopolitical (KC2), Workforce Age Gap (KC3), Armaments Expertise (BA1), Culture (BA2), Innovation (BA3)

**Figure 2. 1-3 Strategies are aligned with strategic challenges, business advantages, changes, action plans and projections.**
2.2a(4) Key Short-Term and Longer-Term Action Plans: Our key short-term and longer-term Action Plans, with associated Key Changes, Challenges and Business Advantages are shown in Figure 2.1-3.

As shown in Figure P.2-1, several changes can impact the operations at ARDEC. These include the requirements for “Spiral Development” in which ARDEC is working to provide the latest technology to the Warfighter today while also working toward the DoD transformation plans for the future. We have expanded our customer base to include the Joint Services instead of just the Army. Additionally, we are influenced by the geopolitical changes that occur in the world today. A third area of change is the need to transfer knowledge from employees at/near retirement age to newer employees (Figure 7.5-7). Our Strategic Plan and Action Plans address these issues, and we can change plans rapidly by continuing to monitor potential changes as we monitor our progress toward our strategic objectives.

2.2a(5) Key Human Resources Plans: In FY06, ARDEC developed and deployed a Strategic Human Capital Management Plan (5.1a(2)). Coupled with initiatives in our Human Capital Management and Performance System (Figure 5.1-1), they form the basis for our Human Resource action plans. Our Human Resource plans to accomplish short- and longer-term strategic initiatives and Action Plans include:

- Addressing the need to recruit, hire and retain the competencies needed for the current and future initiatives of ARDEC
- Attracting, developing and retaining a high-performing, innovative workforce
- Achieving desired competency levels in mission-critical positions
- Continuing to define and develop competency models for critical positions
- Training the workforce to identified competency/proficiency levels
- Transferring organizational knowledge from experienced workers to new hires.

Since no university trains engineers and scientists in armaments technology, ARDEC plans include the allocation of time and resources for growing and training our workforce in the competencies that are required to achieve our Mission.
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Category 3 Customer & Market Focus

3 Customer and Market Focus

The changes in military strategy since 2001 have created new opportunities for the customer mix at the ARDEC, and the organization has responded with the innovation and best practices that make it a role-model organization. Word has spread quickly of our success enabling ARDEC to win new customers from outside the traditional DA market while strengthening our strong relationships with Army customers. The combination of Army customers and other non-Army customers integrated with industry and academia partnerships within our ARDEC Work System Integration (Figure 6.1-1), drives a new pace of innovation that keeps ARDEC as the leading force in Research and Development for armaments. ARDEC retains these customers through listening to the Voice of the Customer (VOC), providing unparalleled support, and by meeting or exceeding their requirements related to CSP. The results are seen in changes in the customer composition and in the high level of customer satisfaction:

- Through ARDEC’s keen ability to read the market and provide innovative solutions, it has changed its customer base from almost 100 percent Army customers to approximately 83 percent Army and 17 percent non-Army
- Customer satisfaction has continued to rise as customer dissatisfaction continues to decrease (Figure 7.2-1, 7.2-4). For FY06, ARDEC average customer satisfaction was 3.78 out of 4.0, which exceeded ARDEC targets and surpassed government and industry benchmarks.

3.1 Customer and Market Knowledge

3.1a Customer and Market Knowledge

3.1a(1) Identify Customer, Customer Groups and Market Segments: To support our nation’s military structure, the DA designated and delegated organization-specific product markets. ARDEC’s designated product market is research, development and engineering of armaments. Our basic product market has remained unchanged, but we now have more opportunities to approach and win customers from outside the traditional Army base. With increased emphasis on jointness among the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines and Special Forces, these entities have more choice in selecting their suppliers, including the suppliers of armaments.

Customer segments are regularly assessed as a part of our Strategic Planning Process (SPP, Figure 2.1-1). The Business Interface Office (BIO), under Enterprise Management (see ARDEC Org. Chart), has membership on the Strategic Planning Council and collects and analyzes much of the input for Step 3 of the SPP (Figure 2.1-1). Through the ARDEC Environment Scan (E-scan) and SWOT analysis, we identified the key challenge of Innovative Technology to “balance current and future customer needs” and incorporated it into our strategies. Identification of our Critical Success Factor of Strategic Business Development has heightened our focus on customers of our competitors and various new business opportunities.

Our Business Development Process (Figure 3.1-1) is fully integrated with our SPP and is based on industry best practices. As a cycle of learning, in FY06 a Lean Six Sigma (LSS) project resulted in four areas of market segments as shown in Figure 3.1-2. These four segments and their objectives are:

I. Army Customer, Existing Service Offering: Maintain our Customer Base
II. Army Customer, New Service Offering: Penetrate our Customer Base
III. Non-Army Customer, New Service Offering: Shape the Market
IV. Non-Army Customer, Existing Service Offering: Broaden Our Footprint

By understanding and designating these market segments, we also studied how to organize the Business Development efforts to optimally penetrate each segment. At the time of our reorganization in 2004, all Business Development activities were to be handled by BIO. After a short time this approach was found not to be flexible and effective enough so a new business process was piloted utilizing input from both our internal and external customers. This two-tiered approach to business development allows the BIO to focus on a short list of high-visibility initiatives which cut across multiple competencies and target primarily new customer segments to expand ARDEC’s footprint (Quadrants II and III, Figure 3.1-2). The second tier is a process for CDs to expand business with their existing customers who they have cultivated close relationship with (Quadrants I and IV). The total volume of ARDEC’s business development activities falls under the overarching guidance inherent in the Leadership System (Figure 1.1-1) with decision making from the SLB.

Strategic Area Business Plans and metrics, developed in conjunction with the SPP, provide the rationale for a large part of ARDEC’s corporate new technical investment strategy. Through the deployment of Market Development Teams (MDTs), BIO performs gap analyses to identify and address emerging customer needs for future products and services based on new or emerging technologies. Current areas of corporate emphasis include Homeland Defense, Remote Armament Systems, Advanced Materials/Manufacturing Science and Rapid Prototyping.

ARDEC’s integrated business strategy is paying off. Investments made (Figure 7.3-6) to support the Advanced Material/Manufacturing Science and Rapid Prototyping initiatives (Figure 7.1-10) have resulted in an extensive in-house modernization of manufacturing capabilities in the Rapid Prototyping Center. This has led to the rapid design and fabrication of much-needed items such as vehicle armor and support equipment that are being used by US and Coalition forces in the Middle East (Figure 7.1-11). Another example that benefited from this was the development of manufacturing processes and procedure for burster tubes (used to dispense payload from artillery cartridges). The commercial market could not meet the item requirements so our prototyping area, working with our engineers, designed a workable process and is currently manufacturing tubes to support urgent production to support Global War on Terrorism (GWOT). The Market Development and Competency Director Teams anticipate the need and proactively transition technology to our customers.
Figure 3.1-1 ARDEC’s Business Development Process Integrates with the Strategic Planning Process and includes Input from Customers & Stakeholders

Figure 3.1-2 ARDEC’s Marketing methods are based on Best Industry practices to ensure that all of our capabilities are aligned with our Customers needs

ARDEC’s ultimate customers are Warfighters, members of the armed forces of the (DoD) whose lives depend on the effectiveness of our armaments products. These end-use customers number in the hundreds of thousands and are primarily ground combat Soldiers and Marines. ARDEC’s primary customer points are intermediate customer groups such as military Project Manager (PM) offices which have program oversight in the Product Life Cycle (Figure P.1-1).

As ARDEC works to better determine customer requirements and expectations, build more effective relationships, and ensure excellent product and service satisfaction, we pay close attention to both the ultimate end user and the intermediate customer groups. We have established dual-track planning and information flows within our Leadership System (Figure 1.1-1) to integrate and share knowledge across our organization in order to leverage customer, market and competitor information in support of current and new business opportunities.

3.1a(2) Voice of the Customer: The Voice of the Customer (VOC) is a vital part of the ARDEC Enterprise Excellence System (P.2c), a system that integrates best practices under the Baldridge framework to amplify effectiveness. It is so important to the success of our organization that we teach it in new hire orientation, LSS and ARDEC Project Officer (APO) training, and it is a core requirement of Systems Engineering Process (Figure 3.1-3) to determine requirements which are then managed by our Integrated Product Team (IPT) (major sub process Fig. 6.1-3).

To Manage Product Development (Figure 6.1-3) we use the Systems Engineering Process throughout the Product Life Cycle (Figure P.1-1).

ARDEC employs a number of methods of gathering information from our customers. These methods, which are used for both Army and non-Army customer segments unless otherwise noted include: a) Systems Engineers assigned to projects to ensure the System Engineering Process systematically determines requirements, b) Customer Account Managers (CAMs) assigned to individual managers to major customers in both Army and non-Army segments to ensure program initiatives are managed, requirements are understood, and problems are solved in a timely, effective manner, c) Business Area Managers (BAMs) who lead MDTs as well as members of the MDTs, d) Program/In-process Reviews such as Level 1, 2, 3 reviews, e) Warfighter Central who has a close relationship with the Warfighters, f) matrixed employees who sit with or near our Army customers, g) Customer Support Specialists who service Army customers not located at Picatinny, h) our quarterly customer survey, and i) Project Integrators (PIs), APOs and IPTs as shown in Figure 3.1-4.

Our Customer Support Triangle (Figure 3.1-4) is deployed throughout the organization and provides a mechanism for us to hear the VOC in a continuous, systematic way. Members of the workforce involved in this Support Triangle validate customer requirements and expectations over the entire life cycle of a project.
Our Customer Support Triangle (Figure 3.1-4) is deployed throughout the organization and provides a mechanism for us to hear the VOC in a continuous, systematic way. Members of the workforce involved in this Support Triangle validate customer requirements and expectations over the entire life cycle of a project.

In addition, customers are a part of our Integrated Product Teams (IPTs) and participate in our SPP to provide information on requirements, new opportunities, and industry issues. The Product Life Cycle (Figure P.1-1) provides a number of opportunities for ARDEC to participate jointly with customers to listen and learn what is important.

In our reorganization, we established the Warfighter Central Office to help ARDEC gain information and feedback directly from our end-user customers. Warfighter Central invites Warfighters to come to ARDEC to discuss their experiences with using our products and services. Most who come have just returned from Iraq or Afghanistan.

Sessions are normally standing room only. The sessions and visits give us additional opportunities to learn directly from the people who use our products and technologies on a daily basis. During the current war efforts we have had a constant presence in the war zones. Members of ARDEC (military and civilian) gather feedback from our Warfighters. ARDEC Soldiers and engineers also visit with units scheduled for deployment to assess their armament technology needs, provide the latest information on new technologies and armament systems that they will be using and to establish relationships that will enable support while their units are deployed into war zones.

In addition, we have a Soldier Hot Line on our web site that enables Soldiers in the field to contact us directly. ARDEC has given them a commitment to respond within 24 hours and to find a solution to any problem within 72 hours. We have met our goal five of the last six quarters (Figure 7.1-8).

We also capture actionable data from our Customer Survey. This quarterly survey to current direct customers provides numerical data on customer satisfaction and allows comments on satisfaction, requirements and the performance of individual members of the ARDEC workforce. This feedback data has been kept on current customers since the inception of the survey in 1991 and is used for reference on current and former customers.

We conduct win-loss analyses using financial data related to customer funding of ARDEC projects that helps us to assess growth or decline in our customer base. This is coupled with our Environmental Scan (E-scan) during Step 3 of our SPP process. This analysis was previously performed every two years, but in a cycle of refinement was changed to an annual basis.

In another cycle of refinement, in FY06 a computerized Customer Database was developed for collecting and analyzing customer and market data. It also provides information on customer loyalty and retention. This information supports and enhances our SPP as well as our product and service planning, customer interface and business development.

3.1a(3) Use VOC to Become More Customer-Focused:
With our continuous efforts to listen and learn from the VOC, we are able to be more customer-focused and innovative in our product research, development and engineering. Because of our continuous interaction and ability to capture customer requirements and satisfaction, we know immediately when changes in requirements may impact our business and the solutions we develop. Through our Work System Integration (Figure 6.1-1) and key processes, we are agile and able to respond quickly to new product and service needs, to emerging requirements and to customer complaints or dissatisfaction. This helps our organization not only remain stable with long-term customers but continue to grow through the needs of new and existing customers.

Two examples of how we used the VOC to carefully listen to our customers needs and requirements to become more
customer focused are shown in Figures 7.1-1and 7.1-3a. Figure 7.1-3a demonstrates how our innovation has helped us progress through multiple generations of development of mortar systems. Figure 7.1-1 shows how we have used innovation to meet the needs of today’s Warfighter facing combat in urban situations with various product solutions.

3.1a(4) Keeping Current: Through our benchmarking activities, industry conferences and Enterprise Excellence initiatives (P.2c, including LSS), we are consistently seeking new methods to enhance our VOC efforts. We are in continuous contact with our customers specifically asking about the development of new channels of communication which enable us to build new relationships at all levels of the customer organization to enhance our understanding of their needs. We update our customer account list quarterly to ensure we capture new customer data including any key personnel changes in our customers’ organizations.

3.2 Customer Relationships and Satisfaction

3.2a Customer Relationship Building

3.2a(1) Building relationships: One goal of our 2004 reorganization was to enhance the relationships ARDEC has with its customers. As a part of the reorganization, several offices and positions were created to strengthen these relationships. For example, the BIO was created specifically to enhance service, expand technology opportunities for both new and existing customers as well as to generate new business (Quadrants II and II in Figure 3.1-2). In addition, the following roles were created to enhance customer relationships: Customer Account Manager (CAM), Customer Support Specialist (CSS), Business Area Manager (BAM), Project Integrator (PI), Systems Engineers, and ARDEC Project Officer (APO). People in all these roles serve as advocates for the customer and are touch points for information about requirements, expectations and satisfaction. They contribute to increased loyalty, repeat business and positive referrals.

PIs provide for effective and timely communication between projects, collect lessons learned and identify best practices for sharing. They also provide oversight, coaching, and mentoring to multiple APOs.

APOs, who lead and manage one or more IPTs, maintain accountability for the success of their projects, manage day-to-day execution and lead cross-functional ARDEC teams in support of the customer.

One way we determine customer loyalty and the opportunity for repeat business and positive referrals is through our Customer Survey. The Survey’s highest level of customer rating states: “Customer will definitely do business with the supplier again and recommend them to others.” ARDEC’s scores for this question have been consistently high for the last three years (Figure 7.2-8).

ARDEC receives many unsolicited, positive, public comments about its work which can influence both current and future customers. One example of these types of comments was made in 2004 by Lieutenant General, Odierno whose Soldiers captured Saddam Hussein. He stated, “The men and women of (ARDEC at) Picatinny Arsenal built and supplied us with the finest armaments and ordnance an Army could ask for. My Soldiers, leaders and I are grateful for their professionalism and dedication, and I am confident in saying that your hard work saved countless lives.”

3.2a(2) Key Access Mechanisms: ARDEC’s customer access mechanisms for both Army and non-Army customers are shown in Figure 3.2-1. These mechanisms are used to seek information, conduct business, make complaints and give recognition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access Mechanism</th>
<th>Army Customers</th>
<th>Non-Army Customers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Face to Face Communications:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- PI, APO, Systems Engineers, IPT</td>
<td>I, CB, C, R</td>
<td>I, CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- CAM &amp; CSS</td>
<td>I, C, R</td>
<td>I, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- MDT (BAM)</td>
<td>I, C</td>
<td>I, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- CDs</td>
<td>I, CB, C, R</td>
<td>I, CB, C, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Home on Homes</td>
<td>I, C, R</td>
<td>I, C, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Communications:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- External Web</td>
<td>I, C</td>
<td>I, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Customer Survey</td>
<td>C, R</td>
<td>C, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone/Email Communications</td>
<td>I, CB, C, R</td>
<td>I, CB, C, R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| I = Info, CB = Conduct Business, C = Complaint, R = Recognition |

Figure 3.2-1 ARDEC Access Mechanisms Enable Customers to Get Information, Conduct Business, Make Complaints and Give Recognition

The BIO, as the focal point for promoting customer focus throughout the organization, has created “Rules of Engagement” for its own workforce. As a cycle of refinement, BIO has also developed key customer contact requirements, based on industry best practices, for all ARDEC employees for face-to-face, electronic and telephone/email communications. They have been fully deployed to the entire workforce and integrated into all VOC and Customer Satisfaction processes.

ARDEC also adopted industry best practices for electronic access mechanisms which are secure, reliable, user-friendly and available 24 hours a day/7 days a week. We researched world-class Web sites in 2004 and redesigned and modeled our new, improved Web site based on our learning. Now, ARDEC Web site highlights our products and services and promotes a way to do business with us. Potential customers, partners, and suppliers find useful information on the site, including phone numbers and email addresses.

3.2a(3) Managing Customer Complaints: The ARDEC Customer Complaint Process attempts to resolve all complaints at the lowest level, but also has a process to elevate the complaints through various levels until they are resolved, all the way up to the Director level, to ensure meeting or exceeding customer requirements and expectations which is at the center of our Leadership System (Figure 1.1-1). Our Director’s #1 customer rule, which is discussed at Town Hall meetings, is “The Customer is Always Right.”
The Customer Complaint Process is a mature system that has been used since the inception of the Customer Survey in FY91. It has been systematically improved over several cycles of refinement. One cycle of refinement occurred in 2004 with the reorganization. At that time, we moved from a single position providing customer advocacy to an entire team within the BIO. The Project Integration Office (PIO) was formed to standardize all ARDEC project management operations under a single customer relations approach. The use of APOs was created in part to empower APOs who lead IPTs to resolve customer complaints at the lowest level. Another cycle of refinement took place as ARDEC began to analyze and address comments received in the Customer Survey that are not formal complaints but may indicate future dissatisfaction. The information from the Customer Survey and the Customer Complaint Process is reflected on our SMS map (Figure 2.1-2) in both “Ends” AR 2.0 and “Ways” AR 2.2 and reported in the quarterly SWS or elevated rapidly, if appropriate, to signal senior leaders to intervene at the early stages of customer dissatisfaction.

The BIO tracks complaints to ensure timely follow through for a closed loop resolution. A BIO representative confirms with the customer that the complaint has been satisfied. If a complaint is applicable to or under the control of a partner, we share the information with the partner and work with them to resolve it. ARDEC CAMs maintain constant interaction with program and project managers to tap feedback and fold information back into the process. On a quarterly basis, the BIO aggregates and analyzes all complaint data and makes recommendations to ARDEC’s senior leaders.

Consistent with our Leadership System, if a complaint is recurring or has implications across the organization, leadership appoints a team to analyze, strategize, communicate, execute, learn and share to avoid further issues of the given nature.

3.2a(4) Keeping Current: ARDEC keeps its approaches to building relationships and providing customer access current through the continuous improvement possible through the Enterprise Excellence System. It solicits input quarterly through the Customer Survey, weekly through Level 1 Program Reviews and annually through Home-on-Home meetings with customers, and studies best practices to make certain this process is meeting everyone’s needs.

3.2b Customer Satisfaction Determination

3.2b(1) Determining Customer Satisfaction, Dissatisfaction and Loyalty: The primary way ARDEC determines customer satisfaction, dissatisfaction and loyalty is through the Customer Survey. The Customer Survey Process is a mature process that is systematically reviewed and improved on a continual basis. It started out as a paper survey, and evolved to a web-based instrument in 2000. We also survey customers approximately every two years about any improvements they would like to see in the Customer Survey. One notable change was the addition of the “Teamwork” category when our customers indicated they valued this trait. Although only external customer scores are counted for reporting satisfaction, the survey has also spread to internal customers so that ARDEC employees can recognize co-workers who make a difference.

The key steps in the Customer Survey Process include:

1. Open the quarterly Customer Survey
2. Inform CAMs of deadlines and information
3. Monitor input and help customers with survey issues
4. Close the survey for input
5. Download and organize scores
6. Distribute Customer Service scores and narratives to ARDEC leaders within one day of survey completion
7. Recognize individuals cited by customers
8. Report results at Strategic Workout Sessions (SWS)
9. Report scores on the ARDEC Web Site so that all employees can see how ARDEC and its individual organizations are performing in Customer Satisfaction.

Under this system, we receive over 1,500 unique numeric data points and over 60 text pages of comments each quarter. Through next-day reporting to leaders and the availability of the information on the ARDEC Web site, every member of the workforce can immediately see Customer Survey results.

Negative comments result in immediate action using the formal Customer Complaint Process. Every negative rating is traced back to the customer and service supplier. BIO brings them together to communicate on resolution strategies.

If a negative trend is uncovered, an action plan is formulated and implemented, and results are tracked in subsequent quarters until the trend is positive.

We also track customer satisfaction by the recognition they give our employees during the Customer Survey Process or at other times. ARDEC recognizes each employee who is cited by name by a customer with a small reward on a quarterly basis. If employees are recognized for four quarters, they receive a larger reward and are personally commended by the Director at an end-of-year ceremony. A 5% increase in employees cited is one of our performance projections shown in Figure 2.1-3. With half a year’s data collected for FY07, we expect to be well within reach of the FY08 projection.

ARDEC is developing unique techniques for gaining satisfaction information from non-Army industry customers. Before 2005, we polled these customers from industry, academia and non-government entities through a telephone survey. To improve the depth and breath of the information in 2005, we conducted a Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) Day that was attended by over 100 industry non-traditional customers. At the conclusion of this conference, attendees were asked for feedback on their satisfaction with our performance and working relationships. This cycle of learning was so beneficial, we intend to conduct another SBIR Day in 2007.

The Customer Survey data is analyzed and integrated as part of the input to Step 3 of the SPP along with a gap analysis to help us identify business objectives to better fulfill our customer requirements.

ARDEC is continually improving the results of customer satisfaction, achieving an average score across categories of 3.78 out of a possible 4.0 for FY06 (Figure 7.2-1). This rating
was higher than both government and industry benchmarks and the ARDEC goal. At the same time, we are pushing down the rate of dissatisfaction, surpassing our stretch goal, with only 0.31 percent of all ratings being unsatisfactory (Figure 7.2-3).

3.2b(2) Follow up with Customers: ARDEC Customer Support Triangle (Figure 3.1-4) provides opportunities for daily contact with our customers. A cycle of refinement as a part of our reorganization, created CAMs and BAMs (for all customers), and CSSs (for Army customers) who are considered the customer’s “best friend” and are responsible for the overall satisfaction, follow-up and high level of support that ARDEC provides to customers. Additionally, PIs add systematic project management and focus in support of customer programs. ARDEC APO’s lead IPTs on behalf of the customer and the APOs, Systems Engineers and IPT members interact with customers on an almost daily basis. Because the Customer Support Triangle is linked and integrated, many people at multiple levels work together to receive and respond to actionable feedback.

All ARDEC organizations use the quarterly Customer Survey scores and comments as actionable feedback. If feedback is unsatisfactory, it is systematically tracked to resolution. Our customers state that one of the primary reasons they participate at such a high level in the Customer Survey Process each quarter is because they know ARDEC listens carefully and acts upon the feedback it receives.

We also receive feedback on the quality of products and services through the annual Army’s 10 Greatest Inventions Awards. These are judged by a panel of approximately 100 Soldiers who have recently served in a war zone. Ten awards are given each year. In 2005, ARDEC won four of the ten awards. Over the past four years, ARDEC has won 28% of the awards with our next best competitor having won 15% (Figure 7.2-6).

3.2b(3) Information Relative to Competitors and Benchmarks: ARDEC faces two forms of competition:
- Other armament research and development (R&D) organizations that compete with ARDEC for funding, and
- Armament developers that deliver products to our enemies.

The enemy and hostile armaments our Warfighters face on the battlefield represent our primary competitor. Our purpose is to provide battlefield supremacy for our Warfighters through “overmatch capabilities.” To ensure that the products we research, develop and engineer within the Product Life Cycle (P.1-1) through our key process to Manage Product Development (Figure 6.1-1) support this purpose, ARDEC has an effective Foreign Intelligence Office that systematically gathers, maintains, and shares sensitive and classified data with the appropriate levels of our organization to keep us abreast of our competitors’ products. Benchmark information recognizes our success in achieving this purpose (Figures 7.1-3b to 7.1-7).

3.2b(4) Keeping Current: ARDEC leadership knows that to be successful we must emulate the practices of world-class for-profit companies. To accomplish this and to constantly keep our approaches to determining satisfaction current with business need and directions, we have integrated best practices and continuous improvement in our Enterprise Excellence System. Using this System, which uses Baldrige as its management framework, we can select the best tools to do the right thing in the right way at the right time.
4 Measurement, Analysis and Knowledge Management

The US Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center (ARDEC) is a role-model knowledge-based organization. As a part of our Strategic Planning Process we set measures and targets for each strategic objective and Action Plan; then we track them carefully at appropriate time intervals from weekly to annual basis. We make fact-based decisions using this information and knowledge to ensure that ARDEC is successful in meeting or exceeding current customer requirements and its own business directions while remaining agile enough to respond to dynamic market changes and new business opportunities.

State-of-the-art, integrated and fully deployed information technology (IT) systems enable employees throughout the organization to track and access data on an as-needed basis. These systems also provide the power we need to capture, manage and make available workforce knowledge, best practices, processes and procedures, templates and other information to the entire workforce.

With our Enterprise Excellence System, we have the tools to plan, systematically analyze, evaluate, and continuously improve our processes for gathering data and converting it into the knowledge we require for performance excellence.

4.1 Measurement, Analysis and Improvement of Organizational Performance

4.1a Performance Measurement

4.1a(1) Selecting, Collecting, Aligning and Integrating Data: During the planning phase (Steps 4-6) of our Strategic Planning Process (SPP) (2.1a), ARDEC reviews, revises and aligns tasks, measures and targets for each of our strategic objectives and assigns an owner to each. In this step, Operation and/or Action Plans are developed to accomplish our initiatives and measures. Additionally, measures and targets are set for the Operation Plans that are aligned with those in the Strategic Plan. Measures and targets are mapped in our Strategic Management System (SMS) (Figure 2.1-2), captured in the cascading SMS maps, and reviewed on a defined basis. If targets are not met, action plans are developed or refined including improving or designing processes, if required. All performance information is collected, analyzed, reviewed and evaluated, and fed into the next SPP cycle. This Performance Assurance System is shown in Figure 4.1-1.

SMS results and analysis are presented to ARDEC leadership in our quarterly Strategic Workout Sessions (SWS). Senior leaders use the SWS and performance review data to adjust processes or project execution to steer the organization toward meeting strategic objectives and goals. Operational data is used by Integrated Project Teams (IPTs) to ensure projects are meeting cost, schedule and performance criteria established in conjunction with customers prior to project initiation.

To more closely track daily operations, ARDEC uses SAP, a commercial off-the-shelf enterprise information system, to augment a standard Army financial system known as the

![Figure 4.1-1 Performance Assurance System](image-url)

Standard Operation and Maintenance Army Research and Development System (SOMARDS). Although SOMARDS is a standard Army system, it is limited in that it only provides monthly access to data. By customizing SAP, ARDEC can track real-time labor hours, overhead, revenue, purchases, commitments, obligations and other data on a global or by-project basis. As a cycle of refinement, ARDEC is now using IMPRESS middleware to link SAP to MS Project in order to integrate and synchronize our systems and bridge the gap between SAP and project information including Human Capital assignment, experience and costs. This built-in interdependency was one of the primary goals of our 2004 reorganization, and ARDEC is accomplishing this goal.

The ARDEC IT infrastructure strategy employs an armaments-centric framework containing repositories and software tools. The repositories and tools collect and integrate data and information supporting daily operations and organizational decision making. The web-based framework facilitates real-time multiple stakeholder and multi-location access. ARDEC has a sophisticated networked environment where the desktop computer of every employee acts as a two-way conduit to a robust universe of integrated information pertaining to ARDEC performance.
ARDEC is currently developing an Enterprise Project Management system as a key tool for our Project Portfolio Management approach. When completed, this will provide us with a structured collection mechanism to enable data-driven decisions about the “portfolio” of innovative programs/projects, their associated investment mix, resource utilization, work, and their contribution to the organization’s vision, mission, goals, and objectives.

Examples of key ARDEC organizational performance measures are shown in Figures 4.1-2, 2.1-3, and 6.1-3.

### 4.1a(2) Effective Use of Comparative Data:

Comparative information about armament product development for our combatant enemies comes from the ARDEC Foreign Intelligence Office. This office systematically gathers highly sensitive and often classified information about enemy products that our Warfighters face on the battlefield. This information is vetted at multiple levels and is also evaluated at multiple national intelligence levels to ensure accuracy. Data is used in our SPP to determine future direction and product mix. Data is also used throughout the SPP development and deployment cycle to make changes in direction and quickly develop innovative solutions that are immediately required by our Warfighters. Our IPTs and engineers use this information to create countermeasures or to develop new design solutions.

Gaining competitive information from within and outside of our industry can be difficult. The classified nature of our business and shrinking, finite budgets inhibit sharing among organizations. However, each directorate has employees responsible for gathering competitive and comparative data, and we use the data gathered in our SPP to ensure that ARDEC remains the most innovative supplier of armaments solutions while meeting customer requirements for cost, schedule, and performance.

ARDEC is also committed to benchmarking as a way to support strategic and operational decision making and innovation. Senior leaders (Tiers 1-3) and other members of the workforce at various tiers actively participate in innovation. Senior leaders (Tiers 1-3) and other members of the workforce at various tiers actively participate in benchmarking activities, and forums. We are long-standing members in the workforce at various tiers actively participate in benchmarking activities through a variety of organizations and forums. We are long-standing members in the American Productivity and Quality Center’s (APQC) International Benchmarking Consortium; the Benchmarking Exchange; Government-only Inter-Agency Benchmarking...
Best Practices Council; the Stevens Institute Alliance in New Jersey; and more recent members of the Human Capital Institute.

What and when we benchmark is a strategic decision, based on recommendations from our Process Owners or LSS teams. A team is assigned to the benchmarking study which often includes Tier 1, 2 and 3 leaders. The benchmarking team brings the information back to ARDEC senior leaders. As appropriate, it is shared through a series of cascading meetings and through our web-based knowledge repository on the Oracle Collaboration Suite (OCS).

If the information is appropriate for ARDEC efforts and impacts the entire organization, it is discussed as a part of the SPP. Benchmarked practices are often adopted or adapted by Process Owners and implemented to incorporate the learning into the ARDEC organization. Applying the Enterprise Excellence System, the information may be used by improvement teams to enhance or design processes using integrated best practices tools such as LSS or Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI).

An example of how we applied a best practice learned in a benchmarking session involved an innovation benchmark conducted by APQC. Our civilian Director learned how Proctor and Gamble ‘spin in’ technology. Using this same concept, through a non profit partner Insitech, we have realized early success in leveraging technology for our use without having to spend our own new technology investment funds.

We also take advantage of Baldrige-based competitions as a source of comparative information. For over 10 years, we have been participating in State, Federal and DoD levels of competition. We use the feedback for improvement and innovation ideas.

4.1a(3) Keeping current: Because of our changing political and military environment, ARDEC strategic initiatives and measures are regularly subject to change. We ensure that the performance management system is responsive to rapid or unexpected organizational change in several ways. We utilize our Enterprise Excellence process and its suite of integrated tools to focus on continuous improvement in business processes. In addition, our Environmental Scan (E-scans) and SWOT analysis during Steps 1b and 1c of the SPP help keep us current.

Our Performance Assurance System (Figure 4.1-1) is sensitive to rapid or unexpected organizational or external changes. We rely on our Foreign Intelligence Office and our competitive experts to keep abreast of conditions that might impact our strategic objectives and measures. We also have personnel resident with key customer organizations and with various Department of Army (DA) and DoD locations to provide “eyes and ears” to changes that would normally take many weeks to filter down. Coupling real-time information from these multiple sources and information from our existing Performance Assurance System gives us the ability to perform sensitivity analyses that turn information into predictive knowledge. This enables us to be agile and flexible in our changing environment.

4.1b Performance Analysis, Review and Improvement

4.1b(1) Reviewing organizational performance: ARDEC organizational performance is reviewed through a series of meetings and forums (Figure 1.1-3). Senior leaders either chair or participate in all of these. For strategic issues we use the Strategic Management System (SMS) maps as the template for performance evaluation. The SMS maps are tailored for Tier 1, 2 and 3 leaders with information that is most important for their level of review (1.1b(2)). This keeps measurements at all levels of ARDEC integrated and helps align and focus the efforts of staff on achieving our strategic and operational goals.

Prior to FY05, project performance was inconsistently assessed and reviews were sporadically conducted at an enterprise level. In a cycle of revision, we instituted several reviews for enterprise-wide consistency. For operational reviews, we follow the Project Oversight Process, which occurs weekly. The portfolio of over 700 Action Plan projects is assigned to a level based review. The Level 1 and most important projects (about 40) are reviewed by senior leaders (Tier 1 and 2) on a monthly basis via the Monthly ARDEC Project Report (MAPR) with a physical report issued to all Tier 1 - 3 elements and a posting on the OCS. Level 2 projects are reviewed by the PIO and Competency Directors. Level 3 projects are reviewed by Project Integrators. Each review session results in actions for follow up and a Lessons Learned Report. These reports are shared among all Project Integrators and are placed in the Lessons Learned Database.

Quarterly, SMS data is reviewed and analyzed in the SWS. This includes data for short-, mid- and long-term goals and targets. In addition, the Director and Deputy Director hold quarterly one-on-one meetings with Tier 2 leaders, with Tier 3 subordinate leaders present, to review organizational performance.

If any adverse trends emerge, performance is not meeting goals or other factors indicate a need for improvement, we establish action plans to correct the course. If necessary, the Process Design and Improvement System (Figure 6.2-1) is employed to refine or develop processes that help ensure we are successfully moving toward our strategic objectives and are able to respond to changing organizational needs and challenges.

ARDEC uses a range of tools for analysis purposes. These include Earned Value Management, Gap Analysis, Risk Analysis, Quadrant Analysis, customer feedback reviews, cause-effect, trend, root cause and cost/schedule/ performance analysis Value Stream Analysis, Project Selection and Risk Assessment, and Failure Modes & Effects Analysis using LSS methodology.

4.1b(2) Translating Performance Review Findings: During various review meetings, action items are developed to translate performance review findings into priorities for continuous and breakthrough improvements and opportunities for innovation. An action officer is appointed
for each action item, and the action item is posted to the OCS for SWS review, and the item is tracked to completion. SWS action items can be reviewed for progress on a daily or as-needed basis. The Strategic Planning Team of the Strategic Management and Process Office (SMPO) is responsible for verifying status with the action officers and for updating the OCS. This approach to tracking action items enables a status review at any time, facilitating real-time information for decision making. Actions from Level 1 reviews are tracked and cascaded down in follow-up briefings. Senior leaders set priorities on action items based on urgent military requirements, business needs and resource constraints.

We broadly and openly communicate priorities, opportunities, and outputs of business review activities to the workforce through staff meetings, cascading meetings, Town Hall meetings and the Strategic Communications Plan. This is usually accomplished via personal interaction or written or electronic media. We deploy approved changes to our suppliers and partners through contractual specifications and through IPT discussions in which they participate.

4.2a(3) Incorporating the Results: When action plans or additional measures are developed to analyze and evaluate adverse trends or performance that is not meeting targets/expectations, the action team systematically evaluates whether or not there is a need to improve a process. If the need emerges, the team applies the Process Design and Improvement System (Figure 6.2-1) to accomplish the required activity. *Not in this Application

4.2 Management of Information, Information Technology and Knowledge

4.2a  Management of Information Resources

4.2a(1) Making Data Available: ARDEC makes data available to its workforce through the use of integrated, reliable information technologies and processes within the framework of our knowledge repositories. We are consolidating these repositories with the goal of moving to a single data repository hub. With our state-of-the-art IT systems, we are able to provide information to all who need it and also secure it from those who do not require access. Our IT infrastructure is based on a sophisticated and extensive computer network with powerful servers. Every member of the workforce has the appropriate access to tools such as web-based data storage, public folders, knowledge repositories, lessons learned, task-supportive systems applications and programs, and email. We seamlessly integrate our employees regardless of physical location, and our employees can remotely access data from anywhere in the world through web technologies. Data and information that are appropriate for release to customers, suppliers, and partners are primarily made available through web-enabled protocols. As a cycle of refinement, we are implementing a leading-edge search capability that will increase the speed and ease of accessing knowledge repositories. We are evaluating two leading industry search engines to determine which can best satisfy our requirements to not only search web content and file servers but also search content within OCS and SAP.

4.2a(2) Hardware/Software Reliability, Security and User-Friendliness: To provide utmost access and reliability, we strive to match the industry benchmark of 24/7 availability anywhere in the world. To accomplish this, our integrated systems are implemented on a highly redundant, scalable, secure and standard set of servers. The server farm is armed with “hot swappable” components in all production servers so they can be replaced without down time for maintenance. ARDEC has also upgraded the Hitachi Data Systems (HDS) Shadow Image technology previously used to conduct live back ups (in conjunction with our Garrison supplier) to data with zero interruption to production systems. We are presently implementing FalconStor’s IPStor technology to provide the capability to take “snapshots” of our production systems frequently during the working day. The snapshots provide the ability to rapidly restore to a point in time. The IPStor software will also be used to encrypt and replicate our production, mission-critical data to the offsite Disaster Recovery (DR) site in Radford, Virginia on a real-time basis.

We use a highly structured system of data classification, control and destruction to provide information security and integrity. The system has been used by the Army for many years to protect and guarantee national security. The data rights of our employees and our industry partners who supply us with proprietary technologies are protected via Personnel Security Classification and Technology Protection Plans. Security Classification Guides define areas to be protected, non-disclosure statements that must be signed by involved individuals, and need-to-know access of employees, industry partners and suppliers.

The security of the ARDEC network is facilitated in several layers and exceeds the standards set by those in private industry. For all sensitive operations throughout the Army, we use the Secure Internet Protocol Routing NETwork (SIPRNET). This use is growing to meet the ongoing and increasing demands for our services. On a user level, we maintain data security by mandating new passwords at frequent intervals. Data availability is ensured by systematic load balancing of the system so that users maintain fast and easy navigation through the web to better complete their tasks.

The user-friendliness of our systems is always in a state of continuous improvement. We seek user feedback on desired improvements in our systems. Currently, we are conducting focus groups with SAP users to identify what they like, don’t like and want improved on the SAP system. We are making many of the desired improvements and/or offering training when that is the best approach. Picatinny’s Helpdesk (a supplier organization) and “How Do I?” mechanism offer direct assistance to the user, answer any questions, assist with problems, and relay easy-to-follow instructions for common tasks. This state-of-the-art training tool produces written and instructor-led training materials for all of the
applications that support ARDEC’s user-friendly culture. We bring in skilled instructors from private industry to teach a variety of computer classes. As a result of user feedback and an LSS Black Belt project, we have improved the user interface related to financial reporting.

4.2a(3) Ensuring Availability in Case of Emergency: Our IT architecture is equipped with the latest network technologies to provide transparent redundancy and disaster recovery. A Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) Storage Area Network SAN device is geographically separated from the primary data center for this purpose. The COOP SAN is kept current with the primary SAN through HDS True Copy utility so that production data is always available. We are setting up a DR/COOP remote site in Radford, Virginia. Once this site is operational, we will use it to establish and test our DR plan (bare metal). The remote DR site will also serve as another redundant location for our critical mission data in addition to the tape backups, disk-to-disk backups and True Copy volume to volume copy that are done locally. Our mission critical data is backed up to tape and stored off-site in a nuclear hardened underground facility that is operational on a 24/7 basis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>Employee ethics; end-user driven; no middle data entry layers; central mgmt by IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>Near real-time web-based availability; data availability at every computer; intranet access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Integrated knowledge repositories; COTS/ERP systems; user group testing/debug; central data storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Access via user authorized permissions; ACERTS; IAVA; SIPRNET; Firewall protection; STU II phones; classification markings on material; mandatory refresher training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Extensive user testing, software edits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>Annual security training; security clearances; multiple password protection; non-disclosure statements (when applicable)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.2-1 Properties of Data, Information, Knowledge**

4.2a(4) Keeping Current: ARDEC has a rolling five-year IT operation plan that aligns execution with the overall Strategic Plan. It is reviewed on an annual basis during the SPP (Step 6) to ensure we keep up with continually changing technology and information while staying aligned with the ARDEC Strategic Plan. Since FY00, we have been continually improving our systems by migrating outdated legacy systems into an enterprise architecture that is compliant with the overall direction of the Army. Because of our success, we are routinely asked to share our knowledge and lessons learned with DoD’s Program Implementation Group, a joint military service council leveraging enterprise data objectives throughout the Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force.

4.2b Data, Information and Knowledge Management

**4.2b(1) Ensuring Key Properties:** Figure 4.2.1 illustrates how ARDEC ensures the accuracy, integrity and reliability, timeliness, security and confidentiality of data.

4.2b(2) Managing Organizational Knowledge: Employee knowledge is collected and transferred through:

1. Development of technical data packages
2. Generation of patent disclosures
3. Level 1, 2, and 3 program reviews and after-action reviews on completed projects
4. Formal and informal mentoring
5. Succession planning
6. On-the-job training
7. Classroom training by in-house technical experts
8. Teaming
9. Documented lessons learned and best practices
11. Armaments history in Armaments Knowledgebase

Our Knowledge Management Office (KMO) is responsible for providing the infrastructure to capture and oversee information flowing from work teams and processes. Recently the extensive Armaments Knowledgebase repository was migrated from old technology with limited access to our OCS (Figure 7.5-7). This extensive repository contains massive amounts of historical and current organizational technical knowledge including lessons learned, technical reports, test reports, failure investigations and other information for solving current problems. Some project areas have shortened the learning curve for new engineers to become familiar and comfortable with their programs from two years to six months to a year through the use of this repository.

Knowledge is transferred to and from customers through formal documentation of requirements, disciplined systems engineering, customer surveys, and home-on-home meetings that are formally held between ARDEC leadership and customer leadership. The capture of knowledge from suppliers, partners and collaborators occurs primarily through technical data packages and reports, Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs), academic alliances, participation in customer/supplier/partner reviews, and involvement in national and international conferences and symposia.

ARDEC identifies best practices through its Knowledge Management gathering, benchmarking, conferences, Baldrige competitions and other venues. It rapidly shares the information through internal lessons learned, meetings, OCS, and training. As a cycle of learning, we established and widely deployed formal project management (APO training) and Systems Engineering training to provide organizational and industry best practices in these areas.

We assemble and transfer relevant knowledge for use in our SPP through our performance assurance system, posted lessons learned, E-scans, SWOT analysis and other data collection and gathering techniques (2.1a).
The US Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center (ARDEC) is a team-based, customer-focused organization that is committed to engaging, developing and rewarding its workforce and providing a positive work environment. This begins at the top with the Director and Deputy Director and cascades down throughout the organization, including remote locations. Each of our strategic “Ends” influences this commitment and one directly addresses it: “Pioneering Facilities & Knowledge Management Systems Supporting a Flexible, Agile, Innovative and Diverse Organization.”

One of the ways that we meet our strategic goals and realize our commitment to our workforce is through a concentration on capabilities which at ARDEC we call competencies. As a result, the Human Capital Management Office (HCMO) was created in 2006, with the HCMO Director serving as an advisor to the Senior Leadership Board (SLB).

The commitment to engaging, developing and rewarding our workforce has resulted in:

- Strong agreement in quarterly climate surveys about their engagement, with all responses at or above 84 percent mark (Figure 7.4-1) compared to our Best-in-Class benchmark of 80 percent
- An outlay of over $3 million in tuition reimbursement and a total of 1131 employees taking advantage of on-site graduate courses in 2006 (up from 698 in 2005)
- Positive responses on workforce surveys about categories such as “positive work environment,” “teamwork,” “goal alignment,” “strategic awareness,” and “knowledge sharing” that exceeded targets (Figure 7.4-3).

5.1 Workforce Engagement

5.1a Workforce Enrichment

5.1a(1) Determining Key Factors of Engagement and Satisfaction: To determine which key factors affect workforce engagement and key factors that affect workforce satisfaction, we gather information from our workforce using formal surveys, focus groups, roundtable and Town Hall discussions with Tier 1, 2 and 3 leaders. The key factors are reviewed and analyzed by male, female, intern, minorities, geographic and organizational segments. At ARDEC, the intern population is of particular interest because they are new hires with three years or less experience. They are the foundation of our future and are of a different generation than our more experienced employees. To ensure that we understand the requirements of this important group, we formed “cohort groups” that we study each year. Each cohort group is comprised of new hires brought on board in a fiscal year that have nine to twenty-one months of ARDEC experience. Through a non-attribution True Likert survey, we identify successes and problem areas. These indicators become the basis for face-to-face focus group meetings of eight members or less, again in an atmosphere of total non-attribution. The program, in its sixth cycle has become a sounding board for new hires with over 90 percent participation rates for both the survey and the focus groups.

The climate study with an employee survey has experienced several cycles of refinement since its inception in 1995. Recently, we have added the capability for employees to provide comments/feedback to each question, included an email link for employees to notify the Organization Climate Team (OCT) about issues or to seek clarification, put a process in place for the OCT to provide feedback to senior management, added a charter so that there is an Ombudsman/workforce representative for employees regarding workplace climate/environment/ satisfaction, and developed Six Sigma statistical methods to analyze data, relate findings to results and identify opportunities for improvement.

For cohort studies with new hires and climate studies with the entire workforce, we follow a systematized process in which information is gathered and summarized, and senior leaders are briefed, followed by Tier 3 leaders. These leaders and managers determine any action steps that need to take place according to the problem, its severity and scope. Progress is checked through the performance management process, and any issues are revisited every year to help ensure workforce engagement and satisfaction.

5.1a(2) Fostering Organizational Culture: ARDEC’s team culture is reflected in its structure. Most ARDEC employees participate in one or more cross-functional Integrated Product Teams (IPT). These multi-functional, multi-disciplined and fully coordinated teams report to an ARDEC Project Officer (APO) who is chartered with clear lines of responsibility, accountability and authority. ARDEC has over 700 IPTs that bring together members from across ARDEC Competency Directorates, customers and appropriate suppliers and partners. This team environment promotes cooperation, skill sharing and communication because people from different disciplines with diverse skills are working together to accomplish a project goal. ARDEC leadership provides tools to enable effective collaboration and sharing among distributed, multi-located employees who are members of IPTs. We foster team training and provide conferencing facilities for project IPT meetings and project reviews. We use web and video conferencing as well as our integrated data environment which provides a collaborative common platform for team-based information storage, file sharing and communication, and real-time access to data.

The communication flow at ARDEC is both formal and informal. The ARDEC Strategic Communications Plan outlines both internal and external communication objectives and initiatives. It is designed to facilitate ARDEC’s achievement of its strategic initiatives. In addition, ARDEC uses an approach of cascading meetings to ensure that information is fully deployed to the work force at all locations. The culture encourages open and two-way communications at all levels. Our team approach also fosters an excellent flow of information and two-way communications with supervisors and managers because everyone on the team is working toward common “Ends” and performance is based on
achieving those “Ends” and contributing to project and organizational success.

Individual goals are set using the Individual Development Plan (IDP) which documents an employee’s career and training goals. Individual goals, referred to as performance objectives, for each year are aligned with the Strategic Plan to give employees a clear line of sight between their individual goals and the strategic initiative (“Ways”) of the organization.

The foundation of the Strategic Human Capital Management Plan (SHCMP) places an emphasis on empowerment and initiative. This focus is led by the Director who continually emphasizes his vision of employee empowerment in various forums, from senior staff meetings to Town Hall meetings and focus groups. His vision is shared by all levels of management and is incorporated in our plans down to the lowest tier of the workforce. Through the structure of our IPTs, employees at all levels are empowered to implement our enterprise strategy.

Our culture and Strategic Plan are based on innovation in all aspects of our organization – from technology to business practices to Human Capital initiatives. Members of the workforce are expected to contribute innovative ideas, processes and practices as a part of the daily work activities. Innovation is also encouraged by our drive for participation in Six Sigma Green Belt and Black Belt training and projects and in Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) efforts.

Benefiting from the ideas, cultures, talents and thinking of a diverse workforce begins with recruiting and retaining such people, which is an organizational “End” at ARDEC. Part of the diversity is in the various skills and ideas that are required to develop innovative armament solutions. Another part is to actively recruit and train women, and people from various cultures with the scientific and engineering education or administrative abilities that we require. ARDEC has multiple LSS projects ongoing to understand the recruitment barriers, formulate the required recruitment plans and institute day-to-day programs, and is also taking steps to enhance women’s and minorities’ promotional and career prospects. We require diversity training for all supervisors on an annual basis.

5.1a(3) Human Capital Management & Performance System: Our Human Capital Management and Performance System is shown in Figure 5.1-1. Our Performance Management System supports high performance work and achievement of our strategic initiatives and Action Plans (AR 4.1, Figure 2.1-2). Two performance appraisal systems have been in place since 2002. The first is an Army program in which the employee/supervisor collaborate on objectives.
Supervisors put emphasis on linking employee objectives to strategic initiatives. Employee awards, based on evidence of high performance, are given with this rating plan.

In 2006, ARDEC joined the first pilot implementation of a Department of Defense (DoD) performance evaluation program that links performance to mission, showing direct relationships of individual objectives to strategic objectives. There is a continuous link between performance and pay. This National Security Personnel System (NSPS) will be expanded, pending Congressional approval, to cover a growing number of ARDEC employees until all are covered. In all systems, employees meet with supervisors at least twice a year to provide feedback on employee performance and the relationship between the employee’s work to the Mission of the organization.

Our Human Capital Management and Performance System supports our customer focus by rewarding employees for the accomplishment of customer needs. Both APOs and customers provide input on employee objectives and performance ratings to the supervisor.

In addition, we use many incentive awards to recognize high performance work, achievement of career milestones and responsiveness to customer and strategic business requirements. These awards – both monetary and honorary – can be provided by ARDEC leadership and/or a customer.

5.1b Workforce and Leader Development
5.1b(1) Workforce Learning and Development: Our Workforce Learning and Development System balances the needs and desires of employees with the core competencies, strategic challenges and accomplishment of both short-term and long-term Action Plans. Employees have an opportunity for two-way dialogue with their supervisors about learning and development during the IDP process. Supervisors counsel their employees on the training they need to meet objectives and organizational requirements, and the employees can express their own desires. In 2005 ARDEC won the Undersecretary of Defense Acquisition, Logistics and Technology Workforce Development Award.

Our core competencies drive much of our learning and development efforts. Competent armament engineers and scientists are not readily available from academia or private industry, so ARDEC must “grow” the skilled people who can research, develop and engineer innovative armament products. Most of this training is handled in-house using our own experts in the field. Training is conducted through classroom, on-the-job, web-based settings and through mentoring and coaching programs. This training not only increases the knowledge of the employee but also helps transfer knowledge from existing, departing or retiring workers to the next generation of scientists and engineers.

Other in-house training is through our LSS and CMMI programs. Under the LSS Green Belt and Black Belt programs, employees can participate in experiential learning while implementing performance improvement tools on actual projects. These programs help drive performance improvement, technological change and innovation. We also have a more informal “Lunch and Learn” program using in-house and external instructors on topics such as professional leadership tracks, science and engineering topics, and professional/personal development.

Employees can take advantage of tuition reimbursement programs for further education at local and remote universities. They can also take part in on-site graduate program through the Armament University. It offers an aggressive on-site graduate program with a curriculum target of 54 percent technical, 39 percent managerial and 7 percent administrative courses. 1131 employees participated in this type of graduate education in 2006.

We put special emphasis on the training of new hires. Our intern curriculum program combines academic and formal study with practical, experiential on-the-job training.

5.1b(2) Leadership Learning and Development: ARDEC has developed a comprehensive Leadership Development Plan which addresses our organizational need for Dynamic Leadership, one of our core Values (P.1a). This plan includes nine initiatives which provide a structured, disciplined approach to leadership development. The results are improvements of leadership effectiveness, especially in the areas of counseling, coaching, empowerment and providing performance feedback. Improvements in leadership training and development efforts have come as a result of benchmarking, leadership-focused book clubs and from training our managers to teach leadership development courses. To ensure leaders and potential leaders are able to identify their specific development needs, we use the Managerial Assessment of Proficiency (MAP) which is a repeatable self-assessment used to target opportunities for improvement. We are also partnering with the Human Capital Institute to bring in additional leadership curriculum in late 2007 to expand the breadth of our current leadership development approach.

Leaders and potential leaders participate annually in courses focused on ethical business practices and behavior (Figure 1.1-2).

Leaders and potential leaders learn about core competencies, strategic challenges and accomplishment of Action Plans through participation in the SPP and the development and measurement of Action Plans.

They learn about organizational performance improvement, change and innovation through the Enterprise Excellence System, including participation in LSS Green Belt and Black Belt training and projects.

Leadership development opportunities are available through in-house courses, external courses at local and remote universities, mentoring, on-the-job training, coaching, job rotation and other work-related experiences. They are also available through centralized DoD and DA offerings. In addition, ARDEC is forging a new relationship with the Human Capital Institute that will include a wide range of courses that are available through web-based methodologies as well as classroom experiences.

5.1b(3) Evaluating Effectiveness: ARDEC uses systematic automated evaluation feedback from employees and their supervisors to evaluate the effectiveness of training, the
effective in similar ways to workforce development. Leadership development Emphasis is placed on leadership training with a LSS performance. We also survey employees about the effectiveness of learning and development efforts.

Emphasis is placed on leadership training with a LSS Black Belt project underway. Leadership development effectiveness is evaluated in similar ways to workforce development. Again, we measure job performance and team performance to ensure effective leadership training.

5.1b(4) Career Progression: All ARDEC employees are engaged in a variety of career programs or recognized career paths. Supervisors, during the IDP process, counsel employees about career plans and the steps necessary for employees to reach their potential and career goals. ARDEC has an integrated approach to career path progression, leadership development and succession planning/management developed through three LSS Black Belt projects. This integrated approach helps to guide employees in the choices of career paths and the timing of when those choices should be made. Our succession planning process for management and leadership positions includes a step-by-step process for identifying qualified candidates and a program for training candidates. The need was identified though systematic analysis during the FY05-09 SPP. Through cycles of refinement a documented and approved unified enterprise succession planning and management process and implementation/control plan was developed for ARDEC. We conducted a successful pilot in Financial Management to assess the availability of the potential pool of qualified candidates for critical positions. The organizational objective is to meet a minimum of three high potential candidates for management and leadership positions, as well as critical positions throughout all levels of ARDEC. We have monitored, assessed and improved the process. It has been piloted in two other Directorates, and plans are in place to deploy the implementation throughout the organization beginning October, 2008.

5.1c Assessment of Workforce Engagement
5.1c(1) Assessing Workforce Engagement: We use workforce climate studies, employee surveys, focus groups, cohort studies, Town Hall meetings, Round-table discussions and one-on-one assessments to determine employee engagement and satisfaction (5.1a). We also track retention, absenteeism, grievances, safety and productivity as signs of workforce engagement. We believe an engaged workforce is motivated to be on the job and achieve high levels of performance and productivity. We also gauge participation in opportunities such as Green and Black Belt training and projects because these focus on continued improvement and innovation.

5.1c(2) Relating Assessment Findings: Workforce engagement and satisfaction are key aspects of our overall measurement of success in meeting our strategic initiatives and Action Plans. An engaged, satisfied and trained workforce is critical in ensuring that we maintain leadership in armaments technology innovation, provide excellent customer satisfaction, achieve continuous improvement through innovative business practices and realize a flexible, agile and diverse organization (Figure 2.1-2). The OCT (5.1a(1)-3) analyzes and relates assessments to results and opportunities for improvement.

5.2 Workforce Environment
5.2a Workforce Capability and Capacity
5.2a(1) Assessing Workforce Capability and Capacity Needs: We assess our workforce capability and capacity needs, including skills, competencies and staffing levels as a part of the SPP. We analyze current capabilities and capacity levels through input from Competency Directorates on anticipated needs, SWOT analysis, data from long-term planning that indicates new directions or new capabilities/capacities, input from the HCMO, and timetables for training new hires until they have the necessary capabilities. Based on this systematic input, analysis and evaluation, we develop near and long term capabilities and capacity plans for all locations.

5.2a(2) Recruiting, Hiring, Placing and Retaining New Employees: The ARDEC recruitment process is a joint effort between our technical and personnel community (government supplier). Most of our recruiting is done at various tier-one university campuses. We also attend targeted conferences and use more extensive means to recruit scarce skills and students from diverse backgrounds and cultures. Targeted recruitment for women and minorities is conducted not only by going to campuses with a large representation of our targeted group but also attending conferences and other organized events that bring us into contact with engineering candidates from diverse backgrounds. Our recruitment teams are led by senior technical employees. As a cycle of learning and refinement, we now include new hires who have some connection with the schools or cultures in which we are recruiting. Based on feedback from our cohort studies, we have also asked our new hires to help develop recruitment brochures and videos, where they describe the experiences of working at ARDEC and relate well to the students we are recruiting.

Candidates who are recommended by the recruiters come to ARDEC for additional interviews. We use various incentives such as hiring bonuses and tuition payment for advanced studies to entice recruits. To accelerate hiring, we were able to streamline the classic Federal Career Intern Program process to shave 14 days off the hiring cycle, and have even been able to make same-day employment offers.

Once hired, new employees go through a two and a half-day orientation and begin learning and development activities along with on-the-job training as described in 5.1b(1). We use
student loan repayment, which contains a retention agreement, to promote retention. Despite being located in a highly competitive metropolitan job market, our retention rate for interns is almost 99 percent (Figure 7.4-8).

5.2a(3) Managing and Organizing the Workforce: As described in 5.1a(2), our workforce is organized by competencies into Competency Directorates and then into IPTs. This organizational structure enables us to accomplish the work of the organization because core-competency, interdisciplinary teams are focused on meeting the customer’s needs and the performance measures set out in the Strategic Plan and Action Plans.

5.2a(4) Preparing the Workforce for Change: We use education and training along with cross training to prepare the workforce for changing capability and capacity needs. We are closely attuned to the workforce and providing for workforce needs in areas such as satisfying and motivating work experiences, team support, commitment to the work effort, ability to make a difference and extensive training in addition to competitive salaries, benefits and services. This helps prevent voluntary workforce reductions. If involuntary workforce reductions become necessary, or we have another hiring freeze like we did from 1991 to 1999, we now have people who are cross trained and the ability to train remaining people in the skills necessary to minimize the impact of such reductions.

5.2b Workforce Climate
5.2b(1) Ensuring and improving Workplace Health, Safety and Security: The Army Regulation (AR) 380 series prescribes the policies, procedures and framework for its security program and the AR 385 series prescribes the policies, responsibilities and procedures to preserve a safe and healthy workplace. At ARDEC, this is a shared responsibility with a Government supplier. Together, we develop, manage and execute safety, security and force protection with fire and police emergency services exclusively provided by the supplier. Together we:
1) Conduct evaluations and inspections of safety programs and activities
2) Provide guidance for establishing and implementing safety plans, policies and procedures
3) Provide interpretation of safety and occupational health policies and procedures
4) Provide technical and professional assistance to eliminate or control unsafe behavior and environments
5) Collect, analyze and disseminate data concerning accidents (Fig. 7.4-11)
6) Develop recommendations for corrective measures where warranted
7) Provide interpretation of all security regulations and implement the mission security program
8) Promote safety awareness throughout the workforce
9) Implement OSHA and energetic training based on work environment (100% compliance by all employees who handle sensitive materials)
10) Conduct annual security training addressing security policies and regulations (100% compliance by all employees).

All deviations are instantly brought to the attention of the senior leaders. ARDEC employees at other locations abide by the health, safety and security programs of that particular installation.

5.2b(2) Policies, Services and Benefits: Some of the policies, services and benefits that ARDEC tailors to our workforce include:
- Health Insurance (All)
- Long-term health insurance (All)
- Student Loan Repayment (N)
- Hiring Bonuses (N)
- Retention Allowance (E,R)
- Retention Bonuses (E)
- Special Salary Rates (All)
- Direct Hiring (E, N)
- On-Site Day Care Facility (C)
- Employee Assistance Programs (All)
- Leave Sharing; Family Leave Programs (All)
- On-Site Sports and Fitness Center (All, esp. N)
- Flexible Work Schedules (All)
- Defense Acquisition University Programs (A)
- On-Site Masters Programs (All, esp. N)
- Armaments University (E)
- Pay for Performance (All)
- Performance and Incentive Awards (All)
- Thrift Savings Programs (All, esp. R)

Legend:  N = New Hires/Interns
         R = Retirement Eligible
         E = Engineers and Scientists
         C = Employees with Children
         A = Acquisition Workforce

In providing policies, services and benefits, we survey the entire workforce to understand what is important and tailor our services to the diverse needs of the workforce. For example, our Morale, Welfare and Recreation group, in response to the requests of employees with children, upgraded the kindergarten program to full day, received accreditation of the Child & Youth services program and received approval from OSD to increase childcare capacity to 40.
6 Process Management

ARDEC is a role-model research, development and engineering organization that has achieved world-class levels of performance excellence in areas most important to its customers, markets and sustainability. We maintain this level of excellence by operating as an effective, mature, integrated System while continuously evolving our products and processes.

ARDEC is successful for three primary reasons. First, is our deployment of the Enterprise Excellence System (P.2c). We have used the Baldrige Criteria Framework as our integration, improvement and innovation model for the past 12 years. We have also effectively integrated the tools of Lean Six Sigma (LSS) and Voice of the Customer (VOC) (Figure 7.5-8 APQC ratings). Second, ARDEC manages its hundreds of processes, including those described in Categories 1 through 6, as an integrated, synchronized system of systems with six key processes which are driven to improvement with our Process Design and Improvement System (Figure 6.2-1).

Third, the ARDEC approach to developing our Work Systems integrates our External Resources with our Internal Work System using the seven key coordination methods shown in Figure 6.1-1.

6.1 Work Systems Design
6.1a Core Competencies
6.1a(1) Determining Core Competencies: In 2001-2002, ARDEC performed an internal strategic effort to systematically inventory its competencies. From this inventory, the core competencies which aligned with ARDEC’s strategic mission, goals and future business directions were determined.

This extensive analysis provided feeder information for the LSS methodology used by the reorganization team who structured the “new” ARDEC around these core competencies. This reorganization occurred in 2004 and moved ARDEC from a reactive, competitive, independent product-base structure to a proactive, synergistic and collaborative structure.
that supports our processes. This capability and competency-based structure enables ARDEC to focus on consistent messages to customers and on strategic decision making, marketing, development and standardized, unified processes.

Our core competencies include: armaments expertise, innovation, and engineering management, including project management and systems engineering. These core competencies support customer needs throughout the management of the Product Life Cycle (Figure P.1-1) and drive the success of our mission, strategic initiatives and Action Plans. This integration of processes and competencies also enables us to stay competitive and maintain our role of providing over 90 percent of all Army armaments. Our core competencies include: armaments expertise, marketing, development and standardized, unified processes.

Innovation, and engineering management, including project management and systems engineering. These core competencies support customer needs throughout the management of the Product Life Cycle (Figure P.1-1) and drive the success of our mission, strategic initiatives and Action Plans. This integration of processes and competencies also enables us to stay competitive and maintain our role of providing over 90 percent of all Army armaments.

**6.1b Work Process Design**

**6.1b(1) Key Work Processes:** ARDEC’s key work processes, shown in Figure 6.1-3, reflect the strategic initiatives developed in the Strategic Plan. They are based on customer requirements and feedback through the VOC, and are continuously improved through the best practices and tools integrated under our Enterprise Excellence System (P.2c). Each work process has an owner at the Tier 2 or 3 level. Our organizational structure is competency-based with the relationship of key work processes to core competencies shown in Figures 6.1-1 and 6.1-2.

Key work process requirements and measures are reviewed at the appropriate interval of weekly, monthly, quarterly and annually. Proper execution and management of our key processes provide our ultimate customer, the Warfighter, with battlefield supremacy through technological overmatch capabilities. These quality processes give us the ability to sustain and increase our business base which directly supports the achievement of our strategic "Ends," resulting in customer satisfaction, organizational success and sustainability.

**6.1b(2) Determining Work Process Requirements:** To define requirements, our process teams follow a robust methodology delineated in ARDEC’s Process Guidelines. These guidelines are drawn from well-established and industry standard approaches. Through VOC, we listen and learn about customer requirements. Customers participate in our Strategic Planning Process (SPP) by providing information about new and existing requirements, market changes and other data that impact their needs. In addition, customers are a part of our Integrated Product Teams (IPT) as well as process teams and can provide input on a continuing basis. We also listen to and learn from our suppliers, partners and collaborators through the methods outlined in P.1b(3, 4).
Our process management team resides within the Strategic Management and Process Office (SMPO). This team has an overall staff responsibility for nurturing of our processes in order to improve integration between each process and ARDEC’s strategic intent. This team is the single unifying force within the multi-location ARDEC organization, ensuring consistency in process design and improvement. The team is a source of expertise and counsel to Process Owners and functional teams. It enables process integration across the entire organization and helps resolve any issues that may arise.

The key requirements of our work processes are shown in Figure 6.1-3.

6.1b(3) Designing and Innovating Work Processes: ARDEC uses the Process/Product Design and Improvement System shown in Figure 6.2-1 to design and innovate our work processes to meet key requirements. We recognize the value of using Six Sigma for process design and innovation. Our goal is to ingrain and deploy these techniques in our everyday work as well as in process design. To that end, we established a Lean Six Sigma Competency Office in FY04.

Identification of a need for process design or improvement of an existing process occurs at all levels within our Organization (via SLB, SWS, OCRs). A team is appointed that determines the exact tools that will be used for the design. ARDEC process design teams may apply Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA) for basic improvements, while more complex processes may require the more robust tools of LSS (DMAIC/DMALC-product, process and service improvements & CDOV/I2DOV- emerging technologies development) as shown in our Process/Product Design & Improvement System (Figure 6.2-1). This system is the ‘improvement engine’ of Enterprise Excellence (P.2a(1)) and shows how approach, deployment, learning and integration is used as part of this system for learning from others (research/benchmark), piloting new processes, and improving them before deploying them for wider use.

The SLB prioritizes projects for designing and innovating work processes. The process management team develops and reviews the process documents with the ARDEC Process Group, which includes Process Owner representatives. The process management team then routes the process documents through Tier 3 and Tier 2 leaders for comments. The process documents then go through the process Configuration Control Board (CCB), comprised of Process Owners, for recommendations. The Director gives final approval on organizational process documents. Once approved, it is disseminated to the Process Owners for ARDEC deployment.

The process management team has an organization-wide responsibility for identifying new technology and industry best practices that can be applied to our process management approach. Members of this team attend numerous benchmarking events, trade shows and conferences to research, analyze and recommend new technology and industry best practices to senior leadership for approval.

To incorporate cycle time, productivity, cost control and other efficiency and effectiveness factors into the design process, we use LSS techniques, Modeling and Simulation tools, Rapid Prototyping, CMMI practices and other tools. Our Process/Product Design and Improvement System (Figure 6.2-1) has become mature and has been deployed throughout the organization to streamline our process design efforts and make them more efficient and effective.

6.1c Emergency Readiness
Prior to March 2005, key functions that support our emergency process were managed by Picatinny Arsenal Garrison. In September 2006, ARDEC established its own Mission Security Office, though it continues to work jointly with the Garrison to provide emergency readiness.

ARDEC is currently covered by an AMC Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP). While we have an IT COOP (4.2) and previously had emergency preparedness in place, we have begun a formal process to develop an ARDEC-specific COOP which goes into greater depth, for deployment by December 2007, to support continuity of operations across ARDEC, including remote sites, in case of emergency. This Plan will define Mission Essential Functions (MEF) required to be performed in case of an adverse event and will identify and coordinate the use of an alternate site from which MEF will be performed until current facilities are available for reoccupation. Additionally, the plan will designate which key personnel will be required to report to an alternate site to perform MEF, which will work to restore facilities at the current site, and which will work from home. The COOP will also determine which files/data are essential and must be available for MEF, as well as where these files will be backed up and how personnel will access them. It determines gaps and establishes a plan for overcoming gaps.

We work with the Garrison to execute the Anti-Terrorism Plan and the All Hazard Plan. ARDEC participates with the Garrison in Anti-Terrorism drills as well as fire drills. Employees at remote sites participate with the Safety Team assigned to that location.

Our government suppliers, who maintain the property where we are tenants, have in place emergency operations plans. Due to the sensitivity of the contents of these plans and how we test them, they are considered classified. In addition to these emergency operations plans, our computer contingencies are described in 4.2a(3). Furthermore, all managers have emergency contact information for all their employees. Key designated personnel can always be reached outside of normal business hours via the emergency contact list. The physical properties on which we reside are extensive so, if needed, employees can be moved to other buildings on the same property or to another neighboring government location. At the Picatinny location, many of our employees have Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) phones. In the case of a building evacuation, both the VOIP and computer can function with a simple, centralized network re-designation. The Garrison Security Division (government supplier) has redundant mass notification systems in place which can simultaneously alert the entire installation in the event of an emergency, and agreements are in place with local radio
stations to broadcast emergency information about our facilities, if necessary. In addition, an agreement between our government supplier police force and regional police allows our employees to travel to work even under a state declared emergency that could close all roads. In the event of an emergency, the Picatinny site can activate an Emergency Operations Center that can remain in operation 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Our emergency preparedness was tested and improved as a result of the events of September 11th which occurred less than 60 miles from our facility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Work Processes</th>
<th>Major Sub Processes</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Results (* = SWS Measure)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deploy Enterprise Excellence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Become a Role Model Organization</td>
<td>APQC Benchmark Best Practice Survey</td>
<td>Figure 7.5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Best Value Practices</td>
<td>VE Accomplishments of Merit</td>
<td>Figure 7.2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovate Products and Processes</td>
<td>Technology Transfer</td>
<td>Develop Innovative Products and Services</td>
<td>Number (#) of Army Greatest Inventions</td>
<td>Figure 7.2-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R&amp;D Lab of the Year</td>
<td>Figure 7.2-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Develop and Implement Best Value Practices</td>
<td># of Completed LSS Projects by Product &amp; Process</td>
<td>Figure 7.5-4a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Become a Prime Mover in Disruptive Tech (DT)</td>
<td>Investing in Disruptive Technology</td>
<td>Figure 7.3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quickly fill Warfighter capability gaps with innovative technology solutions</td>
<td>Percent (%) Army funded technology opportunities transferred to customer &amp; Number (#) and Percent (%) of TExX Transfer Agreements</td>
<td>Figure 7.3-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage Product Development</td>
<td>IPT, Project Management, Systems Engineering, Configuration Management, Modeling &amp; Simulation</td>
<td>Projects Within or Lower than Cost Projection</td>
<td>Man Year (Labor) Cost Avoidance</td>
<td>Figure 7.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Man Year (Labor) Cost vs. Competitors</td>
<td>Figure 7.3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VE Breakout by Product Line &amp; Cost Savings</td>
<td>Figure 7.3-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost Ratings for “Red” Indicators</td>
<td>Figure 7.5-1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LSS $$ Savings</td>
<td>Figure 7.5-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ensure Early Project Defect Identification (Cost, Schedule)</td>
<td># of Defects Identified per Life Cycle Phase</td>
<td>Figure 7-5-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Projects On or Ahead of Schedule</td>
<td>Schedule Ratings for “Red” Indicators</td>
<td>Figure 7.5-1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Modeling and Simulation Sampling</td>
<td>Figure 7.1-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rapid Prototyping Sampling</td>
<td>Figure 7.1-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Superior Armaments Performance</td>
<td>Sampling of World’s Best &amp; World’s First</td>
<td>Figures 7.1-3b to 7.1-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Performance Ratings for “Red” Indicators</td>
<td>Figure 7.5-1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provider of Choice</td>
<td>Customer Satisfaction Results</td>
<td>Figure 7.2-1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement Business Strategies</td>
<td>Customer Relationship Mgmt, Business Dev., Strategic Planning</td>
<td>Increase New Business</td>
<td>Non-Army Revenue &amp; % of Total ARDEC Revenue</td>
<td>Figure 7.3-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Drive Strategic Intent</td>
<td>Sampling of SMS Scorecard Measures</td>
<td>Figures with *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mutually Beneficial Partnerships</td>
<td>Percent of Total Technology Revenue Sources Providing Return on Investment</td>
<td>Figure 7.3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage Competencies</td>
<td>Human Capital Management – Hiring/Retention, Workforce Development</td>
<td>Positive Work Force Engagement</td>
<td>Work Force Engagement</td>
<td>Figure 7.4-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Effective Communication</td>
<td>Organizational Health Measure (Org DNA)</td>
<td>Figure 7.4-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Work Force Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>Career with the Army</td>
<td>Figure 7.4-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grow and Replenish a Diverse Workforce (Capacity &amp; Capability)</td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>Figure 7.4-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Training Hrs per Employee (Capability)</td>
<td>Figure 7.4-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td># Employees Trained &amp; Certified in LSS (Capability)</td>
<td>Figure 7.5-4b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Engineer &amp; Scientist Intern Hiring (Capacity)</td>
<td>Figure 7.4-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Work Force Retention &amp; Attrition</td>
<td>Figure 7.4-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Workforce Diversity</td>
<td>Figure 7.4-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage the Enterprise Portfolio</td>
<td>Financial Systems, Process Management, Facilities/Equipment</td>
<td>Capitalize on Investments</td>
<td>Fiscal Health (Investments in New Technology, Education and Facilities/Equipment)</td>
<td>Figure 7.3-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Process Compliance</td>
<td>Armament SEC CMMI Compliance</td>
<td>Figure 7.5-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Effective Knowledge Transfer</td>
<td>Armaments Knowledgebase</td>
<td>Figure 7.5-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Effective Facility Usage</td>
<td>Facility Footprint Reduction</td>
<td>Figure 7.5-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.1-3 ARDEC Key Work Processes, Sub-Processes, Requirements, Measures, and Results
6.2 Work Process Management and Improvement

6.2a Work Process Management

6.2a(1) Implementing Work Processes: New or redesigned processes are implemented by ARDEC Process Owners. The new or redesigned process may be tested in a pilot mode to ensure it is working in accordance with design requirements. Once it has been validated and is ready for full implementation, deployment and user-training plans are developed. Process Owners determine the stakeholder audience to be trained, the required level of proficiency, and the design of the training curriculum. Depending on the complexity of the work, some processes are simply documented with a process narrative and flow map and posted on our intranet ARDEC Process Asset Library (PAL). Other more complex processes require formal training to include classroom and in-the-workplace training.

Key process measures defined during the process design are monitored, controlled, and evaluated by the Process Owners for process performance during day-to-day operations. Based on process performance evaluations, stakeholder feedback, and lessons learned the need for further refinement or improvements is identified and implemented. Key stakeholders, including customers, suppliers, partners and collaborators, participate in the design and implementation process, so their input is considered throughout these phases.

Our key process measures are shown in Figure 6.1-3.

6.2a(2) Minimizing Overall Costs: We minimize overall costs associated with inspection, test and process or performance audits by using the appropriate Enterprise Excellence tools to uncover potential problems early in the design cycle. Using CMMI in software development projects, we are able to isolate up to 96 percent of requirements defects in the requirements analysis phase of software development (Figure 7.5-2). As a project progresses through each development phase, it is estimated to be more than 15 times more costly (time and resources) to fix defects discovered in the last phase. LSS also helps us reduce variability and catch defects before a problem occurs. Catching defects early reduces rework and produces quality products and services with high reliability and usability resulting in high customer satisfaction. Utilizing predictive reliability models we are able to identify system stress points prior to “bending metal,” allowing products to be designed for quality.

6.2b Work Process Improvement

ARDEC uses its Process/Product Design and Improvement System to improve work processes to achieve better performance, reduce variability, improve products and services and to keep the processes current with business needs. This System is shown in Figure 6.2-1.

We use our Process Asset Library (PAL) as a part of our Knowledgebase repository on OCS (4.2b(2)) to disseminate process knowledge throughout the organization. The purpose of the PAL system is to facilitate and improve process asset management, distribution, execution, and retention for ARDEC processes. PAL serves as a “one-stop shop” for the ARDEC workforce to access policies, procedures, templates, tools, and guidance. The PAL also provides the central conduit for any member of ARDEC to submit process improvement suggestions (via Organizational Change Request (OCR)) and submit lessons learned to be shared with the organization; this is one of the key drivers of organizational learning and innovation at ARDEC.

---

**Figure 6.2-1 Process/Product Design and Improvement System**
7 Results
The results shown throughout Results (Cat 7) include those from all ARDEC locations unless stated otherwise.

7.1 Product and Service Outcomes
7.1a Product and Service Results
The products and services offered by the U.S. Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center (ARDEC) are world class, often with no competition. We continue to innovate new approaches that improve performance and help save the lives of our Warfighters.

Irregular warfare carried out by an enemy without a uniform necessitates flexibility in tactics. ARDEC products provide Warfighters a suite of products (Figure 7.1-2) to combat asymmetric threats. Figure 7.1-1 details three common scenarios our Warfighters face and the variety of products we have developed for their use.

Product and service results are linked to the ARDEC vision “Innovative Armaments Solutions for Today and Tomorrow” and bringing our Warfighters home alive is key to our mission. The products built from our research, development and engineering clearly validates world-class status in the armaments community. Our overall capabilities demonstrate superiority; however, in some cases the exact performance values are omitted to protect classified or sensitive information.

Comparisons in the charts are made to multiple competitors’ products of both known foreign military and U.S. Defense organizations as validated by the Foreign Intelligence Office.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARDEC Supported Product Applied</th>
<th>Combat Involving Snipers</th>
<th>Combat in Urban Terrain</th>
<th>IED Defeat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialized Warheads; Explosives</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force Protection Systems; Non-Lethal Systems</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Arms: Rifles; Pistols</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder Fired; Machine Guns</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzes</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortars; Mortar Fire Control</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery Systems</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanks; Tank Ammunition; Fighting Vehicles; Fighting Vehicle Ammo</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeland Defense Technologies</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
<td>DETAILS REMOVED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The small sampling of our product and service outcomes are shown in Figures 7.1-3 through 7.1-7 (more available on site). Segmentation is shown in these Figures noting the product type, customer segment and life cycle phase. Levels are shown in two ways: if customer qualitative requirements are met, they are expressed in terms of yes or no responses, and quantitative requirements are shown in terms of percentage met. If no other product in the world matches the requirement the term – “no other exists” is used, or a value of less than 100 percent effectiveness is provided to show the competing products level of effectiveness. Trends are not appropriate because all customer requirements must be met.

ARDEC supported products undergo cycles of refinement. As an example, mortar weaponry has advanced many generations since its introduction in World War I. Figures 7.1-3a and 7.1-3b describe the innovation, benefit and decreased cycle time of our mortar systems. Our new family of mortars has higher performance levels by greater range, accuracy, less set up time, greater firing capacity and the intelligence to correct for weather and wind conditions.

The small sampling of our product and service outcomes are shown in Figures 7.1-3 through 7.1-7 (more available on site). Segmentation is shown in these Figures noting the product type, customer segment and life cycle phase. Levels are shown in two ways: if customer qualitative requirements are met, they are expressed in terms of yes or no responses, and quantitative requirements are shown in terms of percentage met. If no other product in the world matches the requirement the term – “no other exists” is used, or a value of less than 100 percent effectiveness is provided to show the competing products level of effectiveness. Trends are not appropriate because all customer requirements must be met.

ARDEC supported products undergo cycles of refinement. As an example, mortar weaponry has advanced many generations since its introduction in World War I. Figures 7.1-3a and 7.1-3b describe the innovation, benefit and decreased cycle time of our mortar systems. Our new family of mortars has higher performance levels by greater range, accuracy, less set up time, greater firing capacity and the intelligence to correct for weather and wind conditions.
Mortar Fire Control (Figure 7.1-3B) provides increased levels of survivability for mortar teams by enabling “shoot and scoot” with decreased cycle time in initial set up and movement to a new position to avoid counter-fire and higher performance by more accurate fire. This equates to higher levels of personal survivability for our Warfighters.

SWORDS (Figure 7.1-4) is a two man portable remotely operated all weather day/night armed robotic platform. The level of our Warfighters survivability is increased by allowing them to classify, engage and defeat enemy personnel and materiel targets from an increased distance by sending robots instead of humans into potentially dangerous situations.

The Aircraft Infrared (IR) Countermeasure Flares (M211 & M212) (Figure 7.1-5) were urgently fielded and used in Operation Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom.

**Figure 7.1-3a Mortar Systems Development Timeline**

**Figure 7.1-3b Mortar Fire Control System**

**Figure 7.1-4 SWORDS Armed Robot**

**Figure 7.1-5 IR Countermeasure Flares**
The Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) based Safe and Arm (S&A) Device (Figure 7.1-6) is the first known MEMS sensor to survive a severe gun launch environment. MEMS is an enabling technology that will facilitate fielding of airburst munitions for use against concealed snipers which increases survivability levels. Air burst munitions expose snipers to fire by exploding over them, thus neutralizing the cover provided by buildings, walls and other structures. The overall S&A volume has been reduced by 62 percent.

M777A2 Light Weight 155mm Howitzer with Excalibur Ammunition program is a joint Army and Marine (Non Army segment) program (Figure 7.1-7). It offers higher levels of accuracy and range in tandem with the improved mobility of the lightest artillery piece in its caliber in the world. The M777A2 software delivers much higher levels of capability with better reliability. The customer stated: "To have a 3-4 year software development effort be completed within budget and on schedule is unheard of in this day and age."
Modeling & Simulation (M&S) and prototyping are key enablers to improving trends quality, speed, and agility in transitioning technology to the field. ARDEC has learned that M&S applied during the development phase is particularly cost effective and monitors its major programs to examine where M&S is applied (Figure 7.1-9). Additional cost savings data related to design-time reduction is available on-site.

In FY03, ARDEC recognized the need to have world-class rapid prototyping to fulfill our customers’ need for less expensive products that are developed in less time and fill the need for urgent materiel release to the field (Figure 7.1-10). Additional examples are available on site.

Warfighters’ lives depend on having the best products in the field. Figure 7.1-11 illustrates our increased trend in materiel releasing (see Figure P.1-1) products to the field in shorter time periods. ARDEC has increased the overall volume of its materiel releases by over 50% and maintained that pace.

We segment and analyze customer survey data in a variety of ways which include by customers, customer location, Army/non-Army (Figure 7.2-3), the five attributes driving overall satisfaction (Figure 7.2-2) and dissatisfied ratings (Figure 7.2-4). The percent dissatisfied ratings reflects the number of dissatisfied ratings (ratings <3) compared to the total number of numeric ratings received which remains well below 1%.

Another significant indicator of customer satisfaction is the continued increase in customer funding as reflected in Figure 7.3-1.
A robust Value Engineering program is a key indicator of customer satisfaction because a portion of the cost avoidance is returned to the customer for re-investment. Picked by AMC HQ as being programs of merit within Value Engineering (VE) program, these reflect customer satisfaction by both our customers and HQ. Figure 7.2-5 shows ARDEC’s level and trend in ranking two 1st and one 2nd in the three prior years for the programs of merit by cost avoidance compared to the next best organizations providing similar products and services. Also see Figure 7.3-10 for levels and trends in $M.

The organization that provides us much of our Tech Base funding (Assistant Secretary of the Army Acquisition, Logistics and Technology (ASAALT)) conducts an annual “Research and Development Lab of the Year” competition. Figure 7.2-7 shows our level and trend in winning this award four of the last eight years against our funding competitors. Winning this award shows customer-perceived value used as a positive referral. The FY06 competition winners will be announced in October 2007.

The organization that provides us much of our Tech Base funding (Assistant Secretary of the Army Acquisition, Logistics and Technology (ASAALT)) conducts an annual “Research and Development Lab of the Year” competition. Figure 7.2-7 shows our level and trend in winning this award four of the last eight years against our funding competitors. Winning this award shows customer-perceived value used as a positive referral. The FY06 competition winners will be announced in October 2007.
Loyalty, repeat business, and positive referral (Figure 7.2-8) are very important in retaining current customers and bringing in new customers. The definition of our highest score (4) on our quarterly survey specifies these indicators.

ARDEC’s technology base is critical to generating work in subsequent engineering life cycle (P.1-1) phases. Technology base funding placed in approved Army Technology Objectives (ATOs) is an endorsement by the Department of the Army, the Warfighter, and the product producers that they are committed to the products that ARDEC develops and is less likely to be reprogrammed (pulled back) than discretionary research dollars. Because our high market share percents against competitors, starting in FY07, all organizations will be capped at no greater than 80%.

The quotes in Figure 7.2-10 are from Warfighters who use the products we develop which are key indicators of customer-perceived value, customer loyalty and positive referral.
Our upward trend in man-year costs in recent years is due, in part, to our investments (Figure 7.3-6) which provide a continuing best value to our customers.

Cumulative Man Year Cost Avoidance

Figure 7.3-2 Man Year Cost Avoidance

Details Removed

Figure 7.3-3 ARDEC Man-Year Costs Vs Competitors

Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs), and Small Business Innovative Research (SBIRs) are programs that transfer technology or generate revenue which illustrates how ARDEC can enter new markets and how effective these entry sources are performing (Figure 7.3-4). ATOs support transition of technology or critical life cycle decisions. All three areas potentially generate more work at later life cycle phases.

Figure 7.3-4 Percentage of Total Tech/Revenue Sources Providing Return on Investment

Fielding a disruptive technology (DT), a technology that can change the paradigm of the battlefield, is an important step in positioning ARDEC for the future marketplace. ARDEC dedicates a portion of its technology base exclusively to DT (Figure 7.3-5).

Details Removed

Figure 7.3-5 Investing in Disruptive Technology

ARDEC recognizes the need to make strategic investments for long-term benefit of our customers and our sustainability (Figure 7.3-6). These investments include the creation of the Rapid Prototyping Center for rapid prototyping (Figure 7.1-10), 2) investing in the intellectual capital of our work force through centralize funding for our advance degree program and LSS training and 3) increased activity to secure external new technology investment money (tech base) and supplement it with internal seed money.

Details Removed

Figure 7.3-6 Fiscal Health

7.3a(2) Current Levels and Trends in Key Measures of Marketplace Performance: ARDEC seeks to increase the levels and trends for use of our current and newly-developed products and services to Non-Army customers (Figure 7.3-7). This serves to diversify our customers in light of constrained Army budgets and broadens our customer footprint. With half a year of money reported in FY07 YTD, we project being slightly higher than FY06 by the end of FY07.

Figure 7.3-10 illustrates VE cost savings/avoidance and segmentation by products. Also see (Figure 7.2-4).

CRADA Market Share Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Cash-in Share</th>
<th>Cash-in Share ($K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARDEC DETAILS REMOVED

Org 1
Org 2
Org 3
Org 4

Figure 7.3-8 CRADA Market Share Performance (Funding Removed)
7.4 Workforce-Focused Outcomes

Each quarter we survey 25 percent of our entire population (all locations) so that every employee has the opportunity to respond to our employee survey annually. FY07 YTD represents 50 percent of the population. Our Organization Climate Team (OCT) extensively analyzes our employee survey and on a quarterly basis reports results to management and posts information to our web site. We segment our employee survey by organization, location, job type, race, gender and intern (new hire), but have found over time that there are few differences in these segments in their level of satisfaction, except for interns because of age and their different interests. Unless otherwise noted, the Best-in-Class Benchmarks shown in 7.4 are from the Hogan Center for Performance Excellence.

7.4a Workforce Results

7.4a(1) Current Levels and Trends in Key Measures of Workforce Engagement, Satisfaction and Development:

Most of our locations are in high technology areas with competitive job markets. Employees are less likely to leave if they are fully engaged and satisfied. Figures 7.4-1 shows a composite of employee survey results for workforce engagement (empowerment, communication, motivation, training and recognition) while Figure 7.4-2 shows employee satisfaction. Please note that our employees from Rock Island, IL have not yet been polled/responded in FY07 YTD.

In FY06, ARDEC participated in a virtual seminar sponsored by Harvard Business Review, “Getting Results: Is Your Organization Fit for Growth?” presented by Gary Neilson, VP Booz Allen Hamilton (one of our government suppliers). A healthy culture has a direct effect on business results. Concentrating on an organizational DNA focuses on root causes and not the symptoms (Figure 7.4-3). Recognizing that our Leadership and Performance Feedback scores have been our overall lowest scores, we have decided to participate with the Human Capital Institute and bring in additional leadership training starting in late FY07. In response to the low FY07 Knowledge Sharing score, we are increasing communication about our knowledge repositories such as the Armaments Knowledgebase (Figure 7.5-7) through staff meetings, staff meeting minutes and Town Hall sessions.
Effective leadership is essential to achieving business success. Figure 7.4-4 shows the number of hours of Leadership Development Training. The reasons for the slightly declining trend in training hours in 2006 and 2007 is primarily due to Army discontinuing a major leadership class and an in-house leadership course was taken by all targeted attendees by the end of 2005. Our participation with the Human Capital Institute is expected to increase the number of hours in the near future.

Organizational Health Measure (Org DNA)

| Target: FY05 > 70% for all categories |
| FY06 > 73% for all categories |
| FY09 > 77% for all categories |
| FY10 > 80% for all categories |

Figure 7.4-3 Organizational Health Measure

Employees are less likely to leave if they feel they have a career instead of a job. Figure 7.4-5 shows the results of an employee survey question which asks if employees plan to continue their career with the Army.

A key indicator of ARDEC’s positive workforce climate is the low number of grievances and complaints. Most employee grievances (non EEO) and complaints (EEO) arise from misunderstandings or disputes that can be settled promptly and satisfactorily on an informal basis. A grievance procedure provides an avenue to settle unresolved disputes. A denied grievance means that a grievance hearing official has decided that the employee did not have a strong enough case to prevail. Since FY03, ARDEC has averaged between 1 to 2.2 grievances per 1,000 employees with 66 percent to 100 percent of the grievances denied. The desired outcome for complaints is resolution. EEO (government supplier), with the involved parties, work to obtain a solution that is acceptable to all concerned. Since FY03, we have averaged 0.4 – 1.3 complaints per 1,000 employees with 100 percent resolved with no findings of discrimination. Because of the confidentiality involved with grievances and complaints, comparative data is not available.

Figure 7.4-5 Career with the Army

7.4a(2) Current Levels and Trends in Key Measures of Workforce Capability and Capacity: Engineers and scientists do not have a college curriculum in armaments; therefore, we must ‘grow’ our own specialty workforce. Training is a high priority for ARDEC and directly supports workforce capability and sustainability of our core competencies (Figures 7.4-6 and 7.4-7).

Figure 7.4-6 Training Hours Per Employee (Capability)
Figure 7.4-7 Annual Investment in Training (Capability)

Figure 7.4-8 shows our overall hiring plus attrition and segmentation for retention of newly hired E&S employees with 5 or less years of service. We have increased our technical capacity and productivity by aggressively hiring E&S employees while holding steady or decreasing non E&S hiring. Hiring and retention are vital to our success and support our capacity to successfully fulfill our customer’s requirements. Although our loss rate is up slightly, our analysis of exit interviews shows that 64% of new hires are leaving for private industry. This corresponds to the decrease in unemployment in NJ where most of the new hires reside. Best-in-class Industry benchmark is from the Aberdeen Group.

Details Removed

Figure 7.4-8 Segmented Hiring & Attrition

We believe that diversity brings new ideas and the potential for an increase in innovation (Figure 7.4-9). Because ARDEC’s population demographics are more highly educated than our surrounding communities we work to increase our internal workforce minority parity by using the National Science Foundation’s graduating collegiate population as a benchmark comparison.

Details Removed

Figure 7.4-9 Workforce Diversity

7.4a(3) Current Levels and Trends in Key Measures of Workforce Climate: A key requirement of all employees is good benefits (P.1-4). Figure 7.4-10 is a composite of employee survey questions which capture employees’ perceptions of Health, Safety, Security, Services and Benefits. ARDEC strives for a safe working environment which is conducive to work in. Figure 7.4-11 shows our employee lost time accident rate. Our accident rate is quite low when you consider we work with explosives and fire arms. Although slightly above New Jersey private industry and the Army civilian average, which are both predominantly white-collar office jobs, our data reflect that the hazards of our work environment are higher.
# Defects Identified per Life Cycle Phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details Removed</th>
<th>Life Cycle Phase Discovered</th>
<th>Pre CMMI % =&gt; Post CMMI %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originated</td>
<td>19% =&gt; 96%</td>
<td>57.5% =&gt; .6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>43.3% =&gt; 95.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code &amp; Unit Test</td>
<td>13.7% =&gt; 96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration Test</td>
<td>71% =&gt; 96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.5-2  Defects Identified per Life Cycle Phase

Additional indicators of workforce climate include:

**a) Benefits:** We have tailored our benefits and services to the diverse needs of our staff. Employee wellness is important to us as an employer, and having a Sports and Fitness Center is an important benefit to many of our employees. Our surge of hiring many new employees, generally younger than the median workforce age, has contributed to a 68 percent increase in utilization. Data on utilization of similar facilities at other ARDEC locations is not available. Also see 5.2b(2).

**b) Security:** Because of the clearances required to perform our work, a high level of attention is paid to security. We provide three types of security training (Information Security, Operations Security and Foreign Disclosure) and are in 100 percent compliance with training of all employees.

7.5 Process Effectiveness Outcomes

7.5a Process Effectiveness Results

7.5a(1) Current Levels and Trends in Key Measures of Operational Performance of Work Systems: Cost, schedule and performance (CSP) are our key operational performance measures and our customers’ key requirements. Figure 7.5-1 illustrates how we have improved project performance by driving down ratings of ‘red’ in CSP in Level 1 projects.

As a project progresses through each development phase, it is estimated to be up to 15 times more costly (time and resources) to fix defects discovered in the Test (last) phase. We track this by using a Defect Containment Matrix as shown for one project in Figure 7.5-2 (additional examples AOS). In this figure, pre- and post- CMMI defect containment is shown. The column detailing “% in Red” illustrates how we have dramatically reduced defects in the later phases from a range of 23.5 - 84.5 percent pre CMMI to a range of 2.3 - 3.4 percent post CMMI. On this project, it is conservatively estimated that by finding defects early there has been $3.82M of cost avoidance.

Systematic processes are critical to our work. CMMI is used for process management and improvement. The Armament Software Engineering Center of the Fire Control Systems and Technology Directorate was our pilot area for achievement of CMMI Maturity Level 5 (V1.1 for SE/SW/SS achieved June 2006). This achievement sets an Army benchmark and was the first and only, to date (Figure 7.5-3) shows the operational performance of compliance to CMMI as measured by audits compared to our management objective.

Lean Six Sigma (LSS) is the “improvement engine” of Enterprise Excellence and key to embedding innovation, continuous improvement, effectiveness and efficiencies in our work systems at all locations. Figure 7.5-4a projects cost benefits. LSS has enhanced our culture of continuous improvement (Figure 7.5-4b). We also segment LSS projects by process and product line to ensure innovation and improvement across the entire ARDEC (Figure 7.5-4c).

ARDEC is the Department of Defense benchmark for LSS. The next-best within DoD reports less than 40 percent of our validated cost savings/avoidance with more than three times as many employees and an annual budget more than quadruple of ARDEC’s.
Figure 7.5-3  Armament SEC CMMI Compliance Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>ARDEC Cost Benefit / Avoidance (SM)</th>
<th>Baldrige Benefit / Avoidance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY01</td>
<td>$37.76</td>
<td>$0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY02</td>
<td>$1,511.43</td>
<td>$2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY03</td>
<td>$670.12</td>
<td>$3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY04</td>
<td>$105.17</td>
<td>$2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY05</td>
<td>$541.73</td>
<td>$3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY06</td>
<td>$58.04</td>
<td>$3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY07 YTD</td>
<td>$9.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total :</td>
<td>$2933.55M</td>
<td>$15.9M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.5-4a LSS Cost Benefit/Avoidance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compliance</th>
<th>FY02</th>
<th>FY03</th>
<th>FY04</th>
<th>FY05</th>
<th>FY06</th>
<th>FY07 (YTD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level-I Anti-Terrorism Training</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>By birth month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel Recovery Training</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Assurance Training</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance with Continuity of Operations Plan</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducted Exercise of Anti-Terrorism Plan</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Aug 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Evacuation Drills (Fire, etc.)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.5-5 Preparedness for Disasters or Emergencies

7.5a(2) Current Levels and Trends in Key Measures of Operational Performance of Key Work Processes: Figure 6.1-3 has a complete list of the results in Category 7 which are key measures of operational performance of key work processes, including effectiveness, efficiency and innovation.

Reducing the number of buildings and consolidating the square footage are direct methods of cutting facility maintenance costs. To date in FY07, ARDEC has been able to lower its footprint from 284 to 224 square foot per employee by consolidating its personnel into smaller operating spaces in
larger buildings (Figure 7.5-6). This reduction equates to a savings of $10 per square foot per year.

Capturing knowledge before employees retire is important for organizational learning. Figure 7.5-7 shows our Armaments Knowledgebase. One product area estimates that through the use of the Armaments Knowledgebase the learning cycle time for newly hired engineers to become familiar with our complex programs has been reduced from approximately two years to 6 – 12 months.

ARDEC works within a highly regulated framework of federal rules and regulations. Governance or compliance is ensured by a system of checks and balances with internal and external audits. ARDEC internally has an Inspector General (IG) office as well as Internal Review and Audit Compliance (IRAC) office, both of which conduct internal audits and coordinate external audits.

**7.6 Leadership and Social Responsibility Results**

**7.6a(1) Results for Key Measures of Accomplishment of Organizational Strategy and Action Plans:** Results for eight of our key measures or indicators of accomplishment of our organizational strategy are listed in the results column of Figure 2.1-3 and are contained in Items 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5.

**Fraud/Ethics Violations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FY03</th>
<th>FY04</th>
<th>FY05</th>
<th>FY06</th>
<th>YTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instances of Credit Card Fraud</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reportable Ethics Violations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.6-1 Fraud/Ethics Violations**

**Details Removed**

**Figure 7.6-2 Contractor Legal Actions**

**7.6a(2) Results for Key Measures of Ethical Behavior and Stakeholder Trust:** Stakeholder trust is built on a foundation of ethical behavior (Figure 7.6-1). To re-emphasize compliance, these programs were discussed at the Q207 Town Hall meetings. Also see Figure 1.2-3 for additional ethics results.

**Travel Card Delinquencies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FY03</th>
<th>FY04</th>
<th>FY05</th>
<th>FY06</th>
<th>YTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Army Goal - 2.0%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army Goal - 1.5%</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.6-3 Travel Card Delinquencies**

7.6 Leadership Outcomes
**IRAC Audits**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FY 03</th>
<th>FY 04</th>
<th>FY 05</th>
<th>FY 06</th>
<th>FY07 YTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Completed Internal Audits</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audits w/o Findings</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audits w/findings</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findings</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Findings (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Weaknesses</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Completed External Audits</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audits w/o Findings</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findings</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Findings</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Weaknesses</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Inspector General Inspections**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FY 03</th>
<th>FY 04</th>
<th>FY 05</th>
<th>FY 06</th>
<th>FY07 YTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMC Inspections</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspections w/ Findings</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDECOM Inspections</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspections w/ Findings</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick Reaction Assessments</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations Implemented (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistance Requests</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations Implemented (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.6-4 IRAC Audits**

The low number of protests over contractual actions indicates stakeholder trust of our suppliers (Figure 7.6-2). Because the type and value of contracts vary widely, best-in-class comparisons are impossible. Our best comparison of results is to another Army agency similar in size that had contracts valued at $1.5B with over three times as many legal actions, including one “sustained” (FY06).

7.6a(3) **Current Findings and Trends in Key Measures of Fiscal Accountability, Both Internal and External:** To be a good steward of the taxpayer’s money (P.1-4), we require strict fiscal accountability. Figure 7.6-3 shows results from the government credit card used for travel. Money is saved when travel credit card payments are not delinquent.

Internal and external audits are a key check and balance of our fiscal system. Figure 7.6-4 shows the results of our internal audits conducted by our Internal Review and Audit Compliance office plus external audits. Audit results include: findings (considered minor), material weaknesses (major or systemic problems), or none. Audits are conducted on a variety of subjects with the majority on fiscal accountability. Because the subjects of these audits vary widely by installations, comparisons for best-in-class are not possible.

**Figure 7.6-5 Inspector General Inspections**

7.6a(4) **Results for Key Measures of Regulatory and Legal Compliance:** Internal and external audits are key to verifying legal compliance. Figure 7.6-5 illustrates internal Quick Reaction Assessments inspections and external Assistance Requests are requests to investigate complaints, or allegations of wrongdoing. Corrective action is usually recommended for both. Because the nature of the inspections vary widely by installations, comparisons for best-in-class are not possible. Also see Figure 7.6-2 for legal compliance and 7.6-4 for additional regulatory compliance.

7.6a(5) **Results for Key Measures of Organizational Citizenship in Support of Key Communities:** It is important to be active in our local communities. Our employees give back to the community in many ways. One is through their support of our annual charity drive – The Combined Federal Campaign (which is similar to United Way). We benchmark our results with two other large federal facilities, one of which is the next ‘best-in-class’ in our state after us (Figure 7.6-6). We are unable to collect this information for ARDEC employees not residing at Picatinny.
were no complaints associated with ARDEC employees working at other sites than Picatinny.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Involvement: Instructional &amp; Educational Support</th>
<th>Liberty Science Center–Hands On Science for Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07 YTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students*</td>
<td>300 250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| PROFESSIONAL TIME DONATED TO LOCAL EDUCATION               |
|----------------------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------------|
| Math & Science Program                                    |
| CY02 CY03 CY04 CY05 CY06                                  |
| Donated Hours                                            | 120 120 120 80 80  Held in summer                    |
| Students                                                  | 32 32 32 42 42                                       |

| Future Scientist Program                                  |
|----------------------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------------|
| CY02 CY03 CY04 CY05 CY06                                  |
| Number Of Classes                                        | 6 10 7 10 7  Held in summer                          |
| Volunteer Hours                                          | 180 250 210 400 200                                   |

*Program started in 2006

| Figure 7.6-7a Donations                                 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual Donations to Army Emergency Relief Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07 YTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7,116 $10,534 $12,852 $15,974 Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave Transfer Donations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,974 hrs 6,206 hrs 3,611 hrs 6,508 hrs Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteer Time Donated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,680 hrs 15,183 hrs 19,196 hrs 20,224 hrs Annual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Figure 7.6-7a Donations                                 |

Figures 7.6-7a and b show other ways our employees support the community. Our volunteerism specifically targets our key communities (1.2c) which includes, among many other things, Math and Science and Future Scientists programs held at the Picatinny site to increase interest in our primary line of work and to potentially supply us with our future technical workforce. Leave donations decreased in FY05 because mass email notification as a means for soliciting leave donations was replaced by a web page (Fig 7.6-7a). We are working to revise our collection methods as volunteer hours currently only include Picatinny site employees.

Being a good neighbor to our surrounding communities is important to our key communities. Figure 7.6-8 shows the number of community complaints reported and analyzed annually. Picatinny, where the majority of our employees work, is in densely populated northwest New Jersey. Many of our residential neighbors are close, giving rise to noise complaints related to the armaments testing we do.

ARDEC diligently takes measures for environmental compliance. Our environmental compliance, shown in Figure 7.6-9, indicates we have had no violations in over three years which matches benchmark performance of several Baldrige winners.
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Internal Environmental Scan: Subset of E-Scan, included in Step 1 of SPP, which involves looking at present capabilities to what the organization will need in the future to achieve its strategic goals.
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IPT: Integrated Product Team, multi-functional, multi-disciplined, chartered and fully coordinated teams who report to an APO.

IR: InfraRed – electromagnetic radiation of a wavelength longer than that of visible light, but shorter than that of a radio wave.

IRAC: Internal Review and Audit Compliance, the internal auditors for the Director, ARDEC. Also, the liaison for all external auditors that come in to Picatinny to do audit work.

ISO: International Standardization Organization

IT: Information Technology

IT Operation Plan: a rolling five-year information technology plan, generated by KMO which aligns execution with the overall Strategic Plan. This plan is reviewed annually and generally updated every other year.

KMO: Knowledge Management Office, a Tier 3 organization within EM primarily responsible for knowledge (data) management.

L

LHMBC: Lightweight Handheld Mortar Ballistic Computer, a handheld computer that provides position, ballistic computation, and digital communication capabilities for mortar systems.

LSI: Lead System Integrator, responsible for the overall success and function of success of integration on a PM managed program.

LSS: Lean Six Sigma, a management tool that incorporates the speed and impact of Lean with the quality and variation control of Six Sigma – all at the speed of Lean.

M

M&S: Modeling and Simulation

MAAWS: Multi-role Anti Armor, Anti-Personnel Weapon System, a reusable lightweight shoulder fired weapon system with a suite of ammunition providing direct fire lethality against personnel, vehicles and structures.

MAP: Managerial Assessment and Proficiency, a leadership training tool to assess an individual’s management/leadership competencies.

MAPR: Monthly ARDEC Project Report, the monthly project report used to assess the status of ARDEC’s top projects in the areas of cost, schedule and performance.

MCP: Management Controls Process, renamed Manager’s Internal Controls (MIC), Army’s process to comply with the federal requirements that requires all federal agencies to establish a system for ensuring internal control.

MDT: Market Development Team, develop business around advanced technologies and critical capabilities.

"Means" - or resources necessary to accomplish the Ways.

MEF: Mission Essential Function, mandatory tasks required to be performed in case of an emergency. Found in the COOP.


Metric: quantitative statements to achieve 'task' success that is tracked via trends and measured over time. Metrics generally describe the expected outcome in terms of cost, and/or performance, and/or schedule parameters. Also referred to as measure(s).

MFCS: Mortar Fire Control System, an integrated fire control system that provides position, navigation, ballistic computation, and digital communication capabilities for mounted mortar systems.

MIC: Manager’s Internal Controls, controls designed to help management with the execution of their jobs (Formally MCP).

Mission: ARDEC’s fundamental reason for existence.
Modeling and Simulation: A software tool that enables us to provide revolutionary warfighting capabilities and improve aspects of product development better, faster and cheaper than conventional development methods.

MR: Material Release, an acquisition life cycle milestone that signifies that our products (equipment) are safe, reliable and ready to be fielded to our Warfighters.

New Hire: A newly hired employee sometimes referred to as an intern.

NSPS: National Security Personnel System, the new personnel system that covers ARDEC management officials and employees not covered by a union.

OAO: Office of Administrative Operations

OC: Office Chief, a Tier 3 ARDEC leader equivalent to a CD in charge of a smaller group (office) of personnel. They report to Tier 2 Directors.

OCR: Organizational Change Request, a request to formally change an already approved ARDEC process.

OCS: Oracle Collaboration Suite, a formal repository of electronic information at ARDEC available on-line and managed by KMO.

OCT: Organization Climate Team, the team responsible for oversight, analysis and recommendations to leadership on the employee survey at ARDEC.

OGA: Other Government Agencies

Operating Plans: sometimes called Operation Plans, a focused framework for implementing the strategic initiatives; examples include CD Plans, Strategic Communications Plan, IT Operation Plan, Strategic Human Capital Management Plan, Strategic Area Business Plans.

OPM: Office of Personnel Management, the highest level agency in the federal government for personnel policy and regulations.

OSHA: Occupational Safety and Health Administration

OSP: Organizational Standard Processes, the standard processes required for our organization to operate.

Overmatch Capability: a technical capability that is at least an order of magnitude better than its next closest technical competitor.

PAL: Process Asset Library, an electronic repository used by our organization for acquiring, defining, and disseminating ARDEC processes.

PAO: Public Affairs Office

PDCA: Plan, Do, Check, Act

PEO: Program Executive Office, office's reporting to the ASAALT that have overarching oversight over many programs/projects in a particular area (Vehicles, Armaments, Missiles, Communications), HQ for PMs.

PGMM: Precision Guided Mortar Munition - A "smart" mortar munition designed to incapacitate personnel within bunkers, structures or lightly armored vehicles with extreme precision over conventional mortar ammunition.

P-GPK: Pica-Gunner Protection Kit, an add on kit (usually armor) for vehicles to protect Warfighters against common and emerging threats which was developed at Picatinny by ARDEC. The P-GPK has been so effective, we have/are fielding variants for Canada, SOCOM and the Navy.

PI: Project Integrator, works in PIO, provides for effective and timely communication between projects, identifies best practices; also provides oversight and coaching to multiple APOs.

PIO: Project Integration Office, a Tier 3 organization within ASIC primarily responsible to deliver projects to defined cost, schedule and performance specifications.

PM: Project/Program Manager, responsible for overall management of most of the engineering life cycle in the DoD Acquisition Framework.

Political, Economic, and Social Trends (PEST) analysis: Included in Step 1 of SPP focused on the external environmental and important factors that can potentially affect present and future business.

QESA: Quality Engineering & System Assurance, a Tier 2 organization primarily responsible for product verification and validation.

QMS: Quality Management System, the Baldrige criteria is the management framework of the QMS. One of the main elements of Enterprise Excellence.

QRTF: Quick Reaction Task Force, a cell at ARDEC responsible for rapidly fielding solutions to Warfighters which also acts as a touch point with those Warfighters to answer questions about fielded ARDEC products.

R&D: Research and Development, a term used for broad spectrum life cycle engineering, a key ARDEC service.

Rapid Prototyping: The automatic construction of physical objects using freeform fabrication typically used to build models or parts. The process can also be used to manufacture quality production parts in small numbers.

RDEC: Research, Development, and Engineering Center, organizations within RDECOM, each with a technology specialty.

RDECOM: Research, Development, and Engineering Command, ARDEC’s immediate higher headquarters/parent organization.

RF: Radio Frequency

ROI: Return On Investment

S&A: Safe and Arm

S&T: Science and Technology

SAM: Surface-to-Air Missiles
SAN: Storage Area Network

SAP: Systems Applications and Programs, the primary COTS system used for ARDEC’s business applications.

SBIR: Small Business Innovation Research, one of the types of cooperative agreements ARDEC has with industry.

Scenario and Contingency Planning: Included in Step 3 of SPP is a “what-if” process to analyze impact of possible future events, scenarios or changes.

SE: Systems Engineer; Systems Engineering

SE/SSW/SS: Systems Engineering/Software/Supplier Sourcing: Systems Engineering / Software Engineering / Supplier Sourcing are three of the four CMMI V1.1 bodies of knowledge, also referred to as “disciplines”. Disciplines are selected based upon business objectives.

SEC: Software Engineering Center, the Armament Software Engineering Center within the Fire Control Systems and Technology Directorate was our pilot area for achievement of CMMI Maturity Level 5

SED: Systems Engineering Directorate, a Tier 3 organization within ASIC primarily responsible for SE, configuration management and M&S oversight.

SES: Senior Executive Service, the highest civilian positions within Army.

SHCMP: Strategic Human Capital Management Plan, a strategic plan which sets forth overarching human capital strategies for managing innovative workforce development programs.

SIPRNET: Secret (formerly secure) Internet Protocol Router NETwork, the secure network used for transmission of classified information.

SLB: Senior Leadership Board, a group of senior ARDEC leaders (Tiers 1 and 2) responsible for decision making and developing ARDEC’s strategic direction.

SMPO: Strategic Management and Process Office, a Tier 3 organization within EM primarily responsible for strategic planning, SMS, VE and process management.

SMS: Strategic Management System, Army performance management tool that provides framework for describing, implementing and measuring strategy execution at all levels of the organization.

SMS Map: Visual depiction of the ARDEC strategy on a map. Within ARDEC, there is an Enterprise-level map with cascading maps at the Center and CD levels.

Soldier: Army military (uniformed) personnel, a Warfighter.

SOMARDS: Standard Operation and Maintenance Army Research and Development System, Army standard financial system

Spec. Ops.: Special Operations Command

SPP: Strategic Planning Process

SSL: Secure Sockets Layer

Strategy: Our coherent and evolving portfolio of organizational initiatives.

Strategic Area Business Plans Business Plans that have been developed in four strategic thrust areas that contain information on market research, potential customers and the application of technologies in the marketplace.

Strategic Plan: communicates strategic priorities and aligns strategic focus.

Strategic Planning Framework: Sets out our long-term, mid-term and short-term goals and identifies how the other organizational plans integrate so that our key outcomes feed down to individual action plans.

Strategic Planning Horizon: 1-, 3-, 5-, 10-year +.

STU: Secure Telephone Unit, secure telephones over which classified information can be discussed.

SWORDS: Special Weapons Observation Remote Recon Direct Action System, an unmanned, remotely operated, armed robot which allows our Warfighters to be protected while entering hostile areas.

SWOT: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats, part of E-scan that helps identify the external factors that need to be planned for, and internal factors that need to be planned.

SWS: Strategic Workout Session, held quarterly, is the primary forum for strategic review of enterprise level organizational performance.

T

Target: quantitative goal for a specific metric during a particular reporting period. When realistically designated, they can serve to indicate whether resources have been correctly allocated to mission accomplishment.

Task: Activities that must be accomplished to successfully accomplish a given initiative. Tasks produce a single, identifiable outcome.

Tech Base: An abbreviated term for Technology Base.

Technology Base: A term describing the early stages of the engineering life cycle, including the exploration of new emerging technologies.

TC: Type Classification, an acquisition life cycle milestone signifying that a system (product) is safe, reliable and meets all performance requirements necessary to enter production.

TEXX: Technical Exploitation and Exploration - A small amount of funding at ARDEC used to further technology advances in advance of a formal Army funded effort (ATO).

Tier 1: The ARDEC Director and Deputy Director.

Tier 2: ARDEC leaders from the three centers (AETC, ASIC, EM) as well as QESA and FM.

Tier 3: ARDEC leaders below the three centers of AETC, ASIC and EM, often referred to as Competency Directors and Office Chiefs.
Tier 4: ARDEC leaders below Competency Directors, often referred to as Competency Managers.

Tier 5: ARDEC leaders below Competency Managers, often referred to as Competency Team Leaders.

Travel Card: A credit card issued by the government and used for most expenses when an employee travels.

True Likert Scale: A scale which utilizes strength of agreement answers to a survey typically ranging from "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly Disagree".

TWEC: Tactics and Weapons Employment Course, an ARDEC developed “greening” course designed to introduce new hires to the Army.

UMR: Urgent Materiel Release, similar to Materiel Release where the same guidelines are followed however it is conducted on a compacted timeline due to an urgent requirement from a Customer.

Values: ARDEC's essential tenets of conduct - Accountability, Respect and Trust, Dynamic Leadership, Excellence, and Character.

VCP: Value Creation Process, a term used in the 2006 Baldrige criteria.

VE: Value Engineering, a systematic method to improve the "Value" of goods and services by using an examination of function.

Vision: ARDEC's stated end-point that is at least 10+ years away and is an attainable stretch goal.

VOC: Voice Of the Customer

VOIP: Voice Over Internet Protocol, telephones that work over the ARDEC computer network.

VTC: Video TeleConference

Warfighter: A general term used for the military (uniformed) personnel of the Army Navy/Marines and Air Force.

"Ways": initiatives, desired outcomes.

WD: Workforce Development